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•  Robust base case valuation of  
ZAR 71.5cps (AUD 6.3cps).

•  Further compelling value opportunites  
to ZAR 102.0cps (AUD 9.0cps) possible.

• Low risk, build-ready copper/zinc project. 

•  Fully permitted and Mining Charter III 

compliant.

•  Lead time 2.5 years, payback  

5 years from funding.

•  High quality exploration portfolio in 

Australia and South Africa.

•  Experienced management with a track 

record of delivery.

•  Unique Base Metals play for  

South African Investors.



KEY POINTS
•  Orion Minerals Limited (Orion or Company) is a dual-listed 

(ORN:ASX & ORN:JSE) junior mining company, focussed 
on base metals exploration and project development 
whose flagship venture is a fully-permitted, build-ready, 
copper and zinc mining project in the Northern Cape 
Province of South Africa (Prieska Project), in which it holds 
a 70% interest.

• A bankable feasibility study (BFS) recently completed 
on the Prieska Project indicates the project is planned 
to operate as a lowest quartile cost, copper and zinc 
producer (with all-in-sustaining cost of <USc16/lb copper 
and <USc18/lb zinc before by-product credits), producing 
20ktpa copper and 70ktpa zinc in concentrates, along with 
gold and silver as by-products in the copper concentrate.

• We estimate that the project requires ZAR5.3 billion 
(AUD436 million) funding to construct and commission 
which we assume will be sourced as 70% debt and 30% 
equity. Financing negotiations are currently under way.

• For financial modelling purposes we have assumed Orion 
will issue approximately 3,385m additional shares at the 
current market price (38cps on 20th Nov 2020) to fund its 
equity contribution.

• Production is expected by 2023, assuming mine 
construction commences in CY 2021, with an initial mine 
life of 12 years.

• Assuming long term metal prices of USc310/lb for copper 
and USc115/lb for zinc, a discount rate of 8% real, and a 
forward exchange rate of ZAR:USD 17.25, we estimate the 
Prieska Project’s post-tax NPV at ZAR5.1 billion (AUD605 
million), with an IRR of 28%.

•  This equates to attributable value to Orion of  
ZAR4.8 billion (AUD427 million), with additional  
ZAR2.2 billion (AUD191 million) realisable from mine 
extension and other operational efficiency improvements.

• Orion’s other ventures include significant tenement holdings 
adjacent to the Prieska Project and a joint venture with 
IGO Limited (IGO:ASX) in Australia. We have valued these 
conservatively at ZAR237 million (AUD21 million).

• Our total valuation of Orion therefore ranges from a base 
case of ZAR5.0 billion (AUD448 million) to an upside of 
ZAR7.2 billion (AUD639 million).

• We thus estimate an initial price target (post financing) of 
ZAR1.02 per share (AUD0.09 per share fully diluted), more 
than 168% above the current share price of ZAR0.38 per 
share (AUD0.029 per share) (as of 20 November 2020).

Disclosure and Disclaimer
This report must be read with the disclosure and disclaimer on the final page of this document. We have received a fee for the preparation of this 
research note and may hold direct and indirect shares in Orion.

Description

Valuation Implied Share Price

(ZAR ‘m) (AUD ‘m) (ZARc/share) (AUDc/share)

Prieska - base case 4,809 427 68.0 6.0 

Exploration interests 237 22 3.5 0.3

Base case valuation 5,046 448 71.5 6.3 

Prieska - upside 2,153 192 30.05 2.7 

Upside valuation 7,199 639 102 9.0 

Current share price as at 20 Nov 2020 38.0 2.9 

Implied premium to market   168% 210%

Source: Author Estimates Based on Published Feasibility Study Data

Source: Orion Minerals Ltd
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Orion Minerals Ltd (Orion).
Orion is a dual listed (ASX & JSE) junior mining company with a 
focus on base metal exploration and project development. The 
Company has a portfolio of exploration projects spread between 
South Africa and Australia. In Australia, the Company has joint 
ventured its exploration activities with IGO Limited (IGO:ASX) who 
is responsible for the execution and cost of these activities up to 
the first pre-feasibility study. In South Africa Orion is planning to 
finance its flagship project, the Prieska Copper-Zinc Project, and 
commence development in 2021.

With its Prieska Project, Orion has shown a strong commitment 
to ESG with meaningful active community engagement and 
clean energy initiatives to reduce their carbon footprint. The 
progress that the Company has achieved in bringing the Project 
through its permitting stage is nothing short of remarkable given 
South Africa’s reputation and illustrates what can be done when 
all stakeholders work together. 

Errol Smart, the Company’s MD & CEO is also the Chairman 
of the Junior Leadership Forum of the Minerals Council South 
Africa and is a board member of the Minerals Council. He is 
tireless in promoting the Junior Mining Sector in South Africa 
and the Northern Cape in particular. It may be surmised that this 
energy has much to do with the Project’s progress.

Prieska Copper-Zinc Project (the Project)
In summary, the Project is a low risk option on delivering copper 
and zinc concentrate to market by mid 2023. Most of the 
infrastructure is in place, mining and processing technologies 
are conventional, the lead and payback periods are short, and 
valuation is robust.

The Project involves re-opening, dewatering and re-establishing 
mining operations in the Prieska Copper Mine, originally owned 
and operated by Anglovaal Mining in the 1970s–1990s. Critical 
infrastructure is in place making the capital cost and time to 
market particularly favourable to project economics. Capital 
Cost estimates in the published Feasibility Study (2020) are 
ZAR4.1bn (AUD339m) before contingencies and the lead time 
to production of 32 months.

The Project is fully permitted and compliant with the South African 
Mining Charter. BEE ownership occurs at the project level. Orion 
has a 70% beneficial interest in the project, with community and 
employee Trusts holding 5% each and BEE shareholders having 
the remaining 20%.

Project infrastructure is already well established on account of its 
historical foundation. Road access, power supply, water supply, 
employee accommodation and the original shaft headgear are 
available with minimal investment. 

Source: Orion Minerals Ltd
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY cont inued

The orebody is characterised as a Volcanic Massive Sulphide. It 
has previously been mined to a depth of about 900m whilst shaft 
infrastructure extends down to 1,250m, facilitating access to the 
depth extensions targeted. The orebody is 2.6km on strike and 
open at depth and along strike. At depth, the orebody folds and 
dips upwards. The orebody is also open along this up-dipping 
plane. 

JORC-compliant Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves have been 
declared from which a base case mining plan has been designed. 
Life of Mine is expected to be 12 years, with underground 
production supplemented by open pit material in years 11 and 
12. Full production is expected by year three. There are several 
compelling opportunities to extend the current life of mine 
including orebody extensions and remnant pillar mining. 

Underground ground conditions are expected to be excellent 
based on historical experience backed up by recent drilling 
studies. The proposed mining methods use advanced, bulk, 
mechanised extraction technologies that achieve high efficiencies 
at a low labour intensity. Depending on the dip of the orebody, 
“long hole open stoping” and “drift and fill” will be used, both with 
cemented backfill for support. Production is planned at 2.4 tonnes 
RoM per annum producing approximately 110,000 tonnes at 20% 
copper concentrate and 130,000 tonnes at 53% zinc concentrate 
respectively after processing the underground ore. 

A new process plant will be constructed that employs conventional 
and well understood technology. The flowsheet comprises 
crushing, milling and differential floating to produce separate 
concentrates for copper and zinc. The concentrate is expected 
to be relatively clean of deleterious materials and desirable in the 
international market, commanding a high price. 

Concentrate will be trucked from the mine to a nearby rail siding 
for transport to the Coega Port, Port Elizabeth.

AISC for both copper and zinc metal production are extremely 
competitive globally on account of the bulk mechanised nature 
of the mining methods employed on a relatively large, continuous 
and wide orebody, low penalties leviable for impurities in the 
concentrates and significant by-product credits in the copper 
concentrate.

We have estimated the maximum cash drawdown during the 
Project implementation to be ZAR4,730m (AUD390m). We have 
allowed an additional 10% contingency, estimating a rounded up 
total funding requirement of ZAR5,300m (AUD436m). We have 
modelled the project funding to be 70:30 debt to equity. We 
expect that Orion will to come to the market to raise equity for 
its portion of the funding requirements in the first quarter of 2021.

Our estimated project NPV, after tax and after funding, of  
ZAR5,115m (AUD605m) is calculated using a real 8% discount 
rate implying an IRR of 28%. Several value enhancing options 
have also been analysed including Pillar Extraction, Process 
Improvements and Life of Mine Extensions. We give these options 
a high probability of implementation. 

Valuation
The valuation of the Project in Orion’s hands has been based 
on the total after-tax, after-funding cashflows projected 
to the Company. These will accrue via a combination of 
shareholder loan repayments and later dividends. Using 
a discount rate of 8% real, we have calculated a base 
case value to Orion of ZAR4.8bn (AUD427m) for the 
Project. Further upside to this valuation through expected 
processing improvements and life of mine extensions could 
add another ZAR2,153m (AUD191m).

The exploration interests over and above the Project are 
estimated by us to have a value of ZAR237m (AUD21m).

Together, the value of Orion is estimated to be ZAR5,046m 
(AUD448m) for the base case and ZAR7,199m (AUD639m) 
with the value accretive projects included. This equates 
to a target of ZAR71.5cps (AUD6.3cps) for the base case 
and ZAR102cps (AUD9.0cps) for the mid term upside case 
respectively. This allows for an increase in issued shares of 
3,385m to a total of 7,056m in order for Orion to fund its 
equity contribution to the Project

We conclude that the current share price of Orion, namely 
ZAR38cps (AUD2.9cps) offers an attractive entry point to 
this company.

Disclaimer: This report must be read with the disclosure 
and disclaimer on the final page of this document.

Source: Orion Minerals Ltd
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INTRODUCTION

Orion Minerals Limited (the Company or Orion) 
is a Junior Mining Company with a focus 
primarily on base metals. The Company has 
exploration interests in both Australia and 
South Africa. Its flagship project, the Prieska 
Copper-Zinc Project (the Project), is a fully-
permitted and SA Mining Charter-compliant 
redevelopment opportunity in the Northern 
Cape Province of South Africa.

After publishing the updated feasibility study in May of this year 

(2020) and obtaining all outstanding regulatory approvals, the 

Project is now funding ready. The purpose of this report is to 

provide a considered review of the Company, in particular the 

Project, to assist existing shareholders and potential investors 

to make objective, value-based decisions in respect of trading 

Orion’s shares on the ASX or JSE.

This report has analysed the value attributable to the Company 

due to the Project, taking into account its related financial 

structure after making broad assumptions about potential 

funding mechanisms. In addition, the report has reviewed the 

Company’s portfolio of other exploration interests and attributed 

value accordingly. 

The report concludes that there is compelling value in the 

Company at the current share price.

CORPORATE PROFILE

Orion is a dual-listed company with its primary listing on the ASX in Australia and a secondary listing on the JSE in South Africa. 

The following data summaries the Company’s listing details: 

Orion Minerals Limited ORN:ASX and ORN:JSE

Australian Listing 31 Oct 2003

South African Listing 18 Sept 2017

Current Shares in Issue (SISS) 3,407m

Current Options at a strike of AUD 3cps and below  56m

Fully Diluted SISS (incl Tembo Conv. Loan Shares) 3,648m

Share Price 20 Nov 2020 RSA 38cps AUD 2.9cps

52 Week Range JSE ZAR 14 – 62 cps ASX AUD 1 – 4 cps

Market Capitalisation JSE ZAR 1.25bn ASX AUD 119m

Avg. Daily Volume (30 day) JSE 567,371 ASX 1,236,693

Major Shareholders (As of 31 August 2020):

Ndovu Capital XBV (Tembo Capital) 21.45%

Wyllie Group Pty Ltd  6.75%

Delphi Unternehmensberatung Aktiengesellschaft  5.34%

JP Morgan Nominees (Australia) Pty Ltd  5.03%

IGO Limited  4.75%

TOTAL TOP 10 Shareholders 57.83%

Source: ASX, JSE, Orion Minerals Ltd
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HISTORY:  PRIESKA COPPER MINE 

Between 1971 and 1991, Prieska Copper Mine was operated 
as a subsidiary of Anglovaal (Anglo-Transvaal Consolidated 
Investment Co. Ltd.). 

The last stope blast occurred in 1989 and thereafter the 
operation cleared orepasses and processed lower grade 
surface rock dumps. Over the course of its life, the mine 

processed 46mt (RoM) producing 430kt Cu and 1,010kt Zn, 

with LOM recoveries of 84.9% and 84.3% respectively. At 

the time of development, the Reserve Grades were stated at 

1.7% Cu and 3.8% Zn. It was a very successful investment 

for Anglovaal returning over five times the initial investment in 

dividends to the parent.

Milled (t) Milled Grade Cu % Milled Grade Zn %

Prieska Copper Mine - Historical Production
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Illustration: Summary of historic production of Prieska Copper Mine (Anglovaal Ltd).

Illustration: Summary of historic workings, target orebody and current water level.

During the mid-80’s, a time of decade low copper prices, the mine faced the technical challenge of transitioning from mining an 
almost vertical orebody through a synformal fold to its horizontal base at a depth of 1.2km. Concurrently, South Africa was in the 
thick of domestic political turmoil and economic sanctions. Anglovaal decided to close the mine, operations ceased in 1991 and 
a closure certificate was issued in 1995. 

Prospecting rights to the mine were acquired by Agama Exploration and Mining (Pty) Ltd in November 2009 with the view to 
exploiting the open-pitable oxide and supergene mineralization at surface. In March 2017, following a successful exploration 
program, Orion exercised its option to acquire 100% of Agama for a consideration of ZAR53m (ZAR31.5m cash and ZAR21.5m in 
Orion shares). This gave Orion an effective 73.33% interest of the prospecting rights over Prieska Copper Mine.

Source: SAJG & Public Company Records

Source: Orion Minerals Ltd
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CURRENT OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE AND MINERAL RIGHTS

The Prieska orebody extends across two 
tenements; the original Agama subsidiary 
Repli (now PCZM) Tenement that includes the 
original mine workings and 22.0mt (77%) of 
the current declared Mineral Resources and 
the much larger (in surface area) Vardocube 
Tenement that includes the South-Eastern 
strike extension at depth representing 6.7mt 
(23%) of current declared Mineral Resources.

All the required Environmental Authorizations, Water Use License 
and Mining Rights have been obtained for both tenements. The 
Mining Rights were applied for on the basis of the current 12-year 
mining plan referred to as the “Foundation Phase”. The PCZM & 
Vardocube Mining Rights have an initial duration of 24 years and 
12 years respectively. Both Mining Rights may be renewed for an 
additional 30 years in accordance with the provisions of Section 
24 of the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act, 
2002 (MPRDA).

Vardocube is a wholly owned subsidiary of PCZM and accordingly 
the two tenements and their associated rights, authorizations and 
licenses are directly and indirectly, as the case may be, 100% 
owned by PCZM. Orion, via its indirect 100% ownership of Agama, 
owns an effective 70% of PCZM. The other 30% effective interest 
in PCZM is held by Historically Disadvantaged Persons (HDP) 
consistent with the requirements of the Empowerment Charter for 
the SA Mining Industry 2018 (Mining Charter III).

The 30% HDP ownership structure has three components; 
an Employee Trust (5%), a Community Trust (5%) and Prieska 
Resources (Pty) Ltd (20%). Prieska Resources in turn is owned 
and controlled by three entrepreneurial BEE shareholders; Safika 
Resources (Pty) Ltd (44.7%), Kolobe Nala Investment (Pty) Ltd 
(38.0%) and Black Star Minerals (Pty) Ltd (17.3%).

The current ownership structure was achieved after an innovative 
BEE restructuring deal announced in February 2019. The original 
Agama HDP shareholders received equity in Orion, the listed entity, 
in lieu of their interest in Agama and new HDP shareholders were 

introduced at project ownership level to take the project forward to 
development in compliance with Mining Charter III requirements.

The Employee and Community Trusts are effectively sole 
shareholders in the Orion Siyathemba Employee Share Scheme 
Company RF (Pty) Ltd (Employee Company) and the Orion 
Siyathemba Community Trust Company RF (Pty) Ltd (Community 
Company) respectively.

The Employee Company and the Community Company each 
subscribed for a unique class of shares at a nominal valuation. 
These shares provide the respective companies with 5% meaningful 
economic participation in PCZM each. Orion and Prieska 
Resources, the funding shareholders of PCZM, will be entitled to 
recover any costs incurred on behalf of the two companies in the 
development of the Project from future cashflows. 

The acquisition by Prieska Resources of its 20% of PCZM was 
vendor financed by Orion in two parts; a loan and a convertible, 
redeemable preference share. The loan has a principal of ZAR15m 
(AUD1.3m) and earns interest at the ZAR Prime Interest Rate. 

The preference shares, issued by Prieska Resources to Agama, 
are redeemable by Prieska Resources within nine years, providing 
sufficient time for projected dividends received by Prieska Resources 
to fund the redemption. The valuation on the preferential share was 
set referencing the NPV of the project as announced in the 2017 
scoping study, AUD400m, discounted by 50%. The effective 10% 
exposure (49% of 20%) was converted at the prevailing exchange 
rate to give a principal value of ZAR200m. The total return on the 
pref. share structure (dividends and principal) is designed to give an 
IRR of 12% nominal to Orion as the ultimate financier.

Should Prieska Resources elect to retain their dividend earnings 
and rather than redeem the preference shares within nine years, 
then Orion (via Agama) can elect to convert the preference shares 
into ordinary equity in Prieska Resources in the ninth year. This 
mechanism effectively protects Orion shareholders in case of non-
payment and is in keeping with the requirements of Mining Charter 
III. The Charter allows a dilution of the 20% HDP entrepreneurs 
shareholding after a period not less than 1/3 of the life of the mining 
license in question. 

Illustration: Summary of Shareholding Structure of PCZM.

PCZM Simplified shareholding structure

AREACHAP  
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AGAMA PRIESKA  
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BEE  
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70% 20%

100%

5% 5%

PRIESKA COPPER  
ZINC MINE

LEGEND

 Shareholding
 Effective interest % in PCZM
 Shareholding % in related parties

Source: Orion Minerals Ltd Published Feasibility Study Document
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Although Orion Minerals Limited has a 
significant portion of its shares held by 
South African HDPs via JSE listed shares, 
these shares remain free to trade on the 
open market with no restraint on the holders. 
Orion has therefore elected not to rely on 
permissible flow-through, beneficial HDP 
interest in the mine to achieve compliance 
with the Mining Charter III. Compliance 
therefore occurs at the specific underlying 
project ownership level for which the Mining 
Rights were applied, i.e., the Prieska Copper-
Zinc Project (the Project). Each of the five 
broad compliance targets with their relative 
scorecard weightings discussed below.

As a Junior Miner with a turnover of less than ZAR 10m (AUD 
0.9m), the Project is currently exempt from the Employment 
Equity and Procurement elements of the Mining Charter III.

Ownership (Y/N) – The Mining Charter III requires a minimum  
30% HDP economic and participatory interest made up from the 
host community, qualifying employees and BEE entrepreneurs. 
The Project has achieved this through direct project ownership 
held via the Community & Employee Trusts and Prieska 
Resources respectively.

Employment Equity (30%) – The Mining Charter III sets out a 
range of compliance targets for HDP and female inclusion at 
various levels of management within the organization. The Project 
has, it terms of its Mining Right application, submitted a 5 Year 
plan indicating progressive implementation of these targets as 
the Project gets underway.

Human Resource Development (30%) – An amount of not less 
than 5% of total payroll must be allocated to skills development, 
learnerships and apprenticeships for employees and community 
members. Orion has provided for this levy within the labour costs 
assumptions used in the 2020 Feasibility Study.

Inclusive Procurement, Supplier and Enterprise Development 
(40%) – 15% of the 40% score for this target is allocated to the 
procurement of locally produced mining goods. A target spend 
of at least 70% of the total mining goods procurement budget 
should have at least 60% local content and meet HDP and BEE 
ownership requirements. A further 20% of the score comes 
from meeting an 80% target in spending on local services that 
meet HDP and BEE ownership targets. The remaining 10% 
can be achieved through local R&D spend and sample analysis 
expenditure.

Orion is well aware of the procurement requirements of the Mining 
Charter III and is committed to meeting these targets as the 
project progresses. Active engagement with local stakeholders 
though PCM’s Stakeholder Engagement Forum (SEF), discussed 
in more detail below, and the use of an online supplier database 
is helping to identify procurement opportunities for local HDP and 
BEE compliant entrepreneurs and businesses. 

Mine Community Development (MCD) (Y/N) – The Project 
is required to meaningfully contribute to the socio-economic 
wellbeing of the local communities. Whilst “meaningfully” is difficult 
to quantify, it does incorporate the Project’s Social and Labour 
Plan (SLP) submitted as part of the mining license application 
and explicitly encourages collaboration. To this end, Orion has 
established a Stakeholder Engagement Forum (SEF) to facilitate 
communication between the Project and the local communities 
including Prieska, Marydale, Niekerkshoop and Vanwyksvlei.

The SEF serves the dual purpose of identifying the community 
development needs as well as managing expectations with 
regards to direct employment opportunities. Taking into account 
the mechanized nature of the operation, there will only be a 
small, highly skilled labour compliment required. This is unlikely 
to be meaningfully fulfilled locally given the skills required. Thus, 
in line with the Mining Charter III , the most realistic economic 
opportunities for the local communities will be through 
procurement and supply chain.

Further, the Mining Charter III does recognize community 
ownership in regard to achieving MCD targets and thus the 5% 
stake held in the Orion Siyathemba Community Trust would be 
considered compliant. 

In summary, it appears that the Project is compliant with the 
Mining Charter III.

Other ESG Related – The existing onsite Cuprum Eskom sub-
station has more than sufficient capacity to supply the 32MW 
required for the project. Nevertheless, plans are in hand for a 
renewable energy scheme combining solar and wind generation 
to offset 52% of the projects power needs.

This is just one of the proposals being considered by Orion under 
its “Project Carbon Neutral Roadmap”. Under this initiative Orion 
intends to reduce the CO2 emmision intensity of the project from 
the initial 3.1tCO2e/t Zn equivalent produced to zero over the life 
of mine. 

The efforts of Orion in the areas of sustainability and providing 
tangible community benefits were recently recognized when 
the company won the inaugural AAMEG Emerging ESG Leader 
Award for its pioneering environmental, social and governance 
work at PCZM.

MINING CHARTER I I I  COMPLIANCE AND ESG
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PROJECT 
LOCATIONS

Prieska Project, Northern Cape
Total Mineral Resource of
30.49Mt @ 1.2% Cu and 3.7% Zn

Johannesburg, Gauteng
SOUTH AFRICAN OFFICES:

Melbourne, Victoria
AUSTRALIA HEAD OFFICE:

Western Australia
FRASER RANGE PROJECT:

SOUTH AFRICA AUSTRALIA

COPPERTON

GAMESBERG
BLACK MOUNTAIN

PROJECT INFRASTRUCTURE

When the Prieska Copper Mine closed in 1991, much of the original mine infrastructure 

remained. In addition to the on-mine infrastructure, Anglovaal had invested in roads, 

water, power and accommodation. Most of these assets are still functional with 

minimal reinvestment required.

Illustration: Location of PCZM in context.

Source: Orion Minerals Ltd
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Roads: The 60km tar road from Prieska to the Project is in 
a very good condition. Originally built by Anglovaal, it is now 
a municipal road that services the various alternative energy 
projects in the area as well as the related Eskom sub-station 
and the Project itself.

Water Supply: Water is available via a 60km pipeline from the 
Orange River in Prieska to the mine gate. Whilst the pipeline is 
in a good condition, 3 of the 4 pumps will need to be renovated. 
The Project will consume some 3.7ML of water per day at full 
production.

National Power Supply: The original Eskom sub-station is fully 
maintained and functional. It now serves as a hub for the many 
wind and solar renewable power generation projects in the area. 
It is located adjacent to the Project. The Project will need 32MW 
of available power at full production.

Rail: There is an operational rail siding at Groveport, 50km from 
the Project on the tar road to Prieska. The siding is available 
for loading concentrate into rail trucks to be taken to the 
Kimberley Rail Terminal hub and thereafter to port (Coega, near 
Port Elizabeth).

Accommodation: 4km away from the Project lies Copperton, the 
original purpose-built mining village for PCM mine management. 
Only 40 of the original 300 houses remain but this, together 
with a construction camp located in the footprint of one of the 
original mine villages, should be sufficient to meet the needs of 
contractors employed during the establishment, construction and 
commissioning phase of the Project. Some renovation expense 
on the original houses will be required as several have not been 
maintained for many years.

In anticipation of commercial production, a more permanent 
mining village will be established at Prieska, a farming town 
of some 16,000 people. The total mine labour compliment at 

PROJECT INFRASTRUCTURE cont inued

full production is expected to be approximately 840 personnel. 

However, based on the Australian working model to be 

implemented of rotating shifts “travel in/travel-out”, the required 

accommodation will be significantly less than implied by the 

total headcount.

Shaft & Shaft Headgear: The 8.8m diameter, 1,024m deep 

concrete lined shaft and associated underground workings were 

capped in the early nineties and subsequently allowed to flood 

to within 300m of the surface. The shaft has been reopened 

and physical inspections have been conducted on the shaft 

steelwork to 30m below the water level. Camera inspections 

and water testing has taken place to within 100m of shaft 

bottom. The water is reported to have a neutral pH and it is 

typical to have an anaerobic environment from about 30m water 

depth, reducing the prospect of corrosion. The observed and 

sampled steelwork appeared well preserved with little oxidation 

or corrosion evident. 

The original concrete headframe at the Hutchings Shaft 

remains competent and can be reused. However, almost all 

the other mine buildings were demolished after closure and 

will have to be rebuilt. One notable exception is the Project’s 

explosive magazines that have been used and maintained 

by the neighbouring Alkantpan Military Test Range in the 

intervening years.

The underground mining infrastructure, including declines, 

haulages, ramps and ore passes, has been inspected above 

the water level, but lower levels will only be accessible after 

de-watering and their condition does remain a risk. Based 

on historical records and more recently confirmed by the 

exploration drilling program, the orebody, hanging-wall and 

foot-wall is in exceptionally competent ground and therefore 

stable excavations are anticipated. 

Illustration: The Hutchings Shaft Headframe is still in a functional condition.

Source: Orion Minerals Ltd
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The processing flowsheet utilizes well established technology to produce a differential float concentrates. Ore passes through a 
primary crusher underground where after it is hoisted to a surface stockpile. The surface stockpile feeds a primary stage semi-
autogenous grinding mill and then a secondary stage ball mill. The feed enters the milling circuit at 250mm and exits at 70µm (>70%) 
before passing to the Cu float circuit. 

The tailings from the Cu float circuit are fed to the Zn float circuit. Two separate concentrate stockpiles result, with the final tailings 
from the Zn float circuit being thickened before being diverted to the backfill plant as required with the remainder reporting to the TSF. 
The concentrates will be trucked 50km to the rail siding at Groveput before being railed 800km to Coega Port, near Port Elizabeth on 
the eastern seaboard for export.

PROCESSING

Illustration: The Schematic Flowsheet of the Prieska Process Plant.

Metal recoveries into concentrate are conservatively estimated 

by Orion to average 83.9% for Cu and 81.9% for Zn. These 

estimated recoveries are well below the historically achieved 

recoveries but in line with metallurgical test work achieved for 

the Feasibility Study. 

The concentrates are expected to contain 20% Cu and 53% Zn 

respectively from underground sulphide material and 26% Cu 

and 35% Zn respectively from the 105 Oxide/Supergene open 

pit material. These concentrate grades are again conservative 

and below those historically achieved.

In the valuation section later in this report, we assess the financial 
implications of achieving the historic processing metrics as 
opposed to those used in the Feasibility Study. Certainly, with 
the technological advances achieved in the intervening 30 years, 
it is very likely that there is significant upside here.

Penalty charges for deleterious minerals contained in the 
produced concentrates are expected to be low. This makes 
the Prieska project concentrates very desirable for blending 
with lower quality concentrates within global markets. In the Cu 
concentrate, chlorine, fluorine, lead and zinc are assumed to 
attract a combined penalty of 2.0% of contained metal value. 

Source: Published Feasibility Study Document
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In the Zn concentrate, iron, chlorine and flourine are assumed 
to attract penalties totalling only 1.4% of contained metal value. 

In contrast, the by-product credits associated with the Cu 
concentrate offset the combined payability, penalty and 
refining charges at an estimated 13.0% of the copper metal 
value contained. In terms of the feasibility study valuation, only 
Au and Ag by-product credits have been assumed in the Cu 
concentrate. Additional by-product income may be achieved 
from barium (used in drilling fluids for the oil & gas industry) 

and pyrite (used to produce sulphur and sulphuric acid). These 
have not been included in the NSR calculations. No by-product 
credits are associated with the Zn concentrate. 

In summary, the Net Smelter Returns (NSR) on metal contained 
after payability deductions, treatment and refining charges, 
penalty deductions and by-product credits are almost 100% for 
the Deep Sulphide Cu concentrate and just over 68% for the 
Deep Sulphide Zn concentrate. 

PROCESSING cont inued

Estimate of Net Smelter Returns (NSR)        

Deep Sulphide Mineral Resource (Repli & Vardocube) + 105 Level, Open Pit

Parameter Cu Zn Parameter Cu Zn

Metal Price US$/tonne 6,680 2,337 Metal Price US$/tonne 6,680 2,337

Concentrate Grade % 20.0% 53.0% Concentrate Grade % 24.5% 35.7%

Value of Metal In 

Concentrate US$  1,336  1,239 

Value of Metal In 

Concentrate US$  1,637  834 

Payability  

(Metal Recovered) % 95.0% 84.9%

Payability  

(Metal Recovered) % 95.9% 77.5%

Paybility Deduction US$/t Conc  (67)  (187) Paybility Deduction US$/t Conc  (67)  (188)

Treatment and Refining 

Charges US$/t Conc  (90)  (187)

Treatment and Refining 

Charges US$/t Conc  (96)  (187)

By-Product Credits  

(Au and Ag) US$/t Conc  173  – 

By-Product Credits  

(Au and Ag) US$/t Conc  41  – 

Total Penalty 

Deductions US$/t Conc  (26)  (17)

Total Penalty 

Deductions US$/t Conc  (11)  (24)

Net Smelter Return 

(NSR) US$/t Conc  1,326  848 

Net Smelter Return 

(NSR) US$/t Conc  1,503  436 

Net Smelter Return 

(NSR) % 99% 68%

Net Smelter Return 

(NSR) % 92% 52%

Source: Published Feasibility Study Document

Source: Orion Minerals Ltd
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GEOLOGY, RESERVES AND RESOURCES

The deposit is characterized as a Volcanic Massive Sulphide 
(VMS). Original deposition is thought to be via a mechanism of 
mineral precipitation and enrichment from circulating hydro-
thermal fluids associated with an ancient undersea volcanic 
vent creating a flat tabular zone of mineralization in the vicinity 

of the vent. This was then covered by volcanic sediments, 
subducted, metamorphosed, folded and overturned. The 
deepest section of the sulphide deposit is anticlinally folded 
and overturned in terms of geological sequence presenting 
as a synform.

The deposit extends to a depth of 1.25km below surface 
before turning back up after folding. It has a strike of 2.6km 
running NW/SE. The orebody is open on strike and at depth 
as it turns back upwards. The mineralisation is remarkable 

in its uninterrupted continuity. There are also very few or no 
unpayable mining blocks within the mining footprint. These 
factors will simplify mining and reduce costs.

Illustration: The Geological Model of the PCZM Project (VMS Type) Deposition and Alteration.

• Gold and base metal deposits were 

deposited in an active volcanogenic 

environment at ≈1.28 Ga.

• Prieska Cu-Zn deposit recorded 

as one of world’s 30 largest VMS 

deposits.

• Numerous other VMS centres 

identified.

• The terrain is within a tectonic / 

mobile belt on western margin 

of Kaapvaal Craton and has 

subsequently been intensely altered 

& tectonised.

• Mafic Intrusives analogous to Fraser 

Range, WA with Ni-Cu deposits 

intruding pre existing VMS & VHMS.

• Jacomynspan Ni-Cu-PGE deposit 

contains demonstrated huge metal 

endowment.

• Late stage granites and pegmatites 

intrude, with Li and REE deposits.

Areachap South Africa - Three Superimposed Geological Events Produce An Exceptional Metals Province

Source: Orion Minerals Ltd - Company Presentation
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Illustration: Cross-section of the PCZM Project orebody showing the areas of economic interest (105+ Target and Deep Sulphide Target). Also shown 

is the fold at depth and the potential for LoM extension. 

GEOLOGY, RESERVES AND RESOURCES cont inued

Source: Orion Minerals Ltd
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GEOLOGY, RESERVES AND RESOURCES cont inued

The primary area of economic interest for the Project is referred 
to as the Deep Sulphide Zone. This is the area below the 
original mine workings extending from about 900m down to 
1,250m. It is where the orebody begins to turn from a vertical 
inclination through the horizontal and thereafter begins to rise 
at a steady 30% dip towards the west. The Deep Sulphide 
Zone represents 94% of the declared Resource tonnage and 
97% of the Reserve tonnage. 

The secondary area of economic interest, scheduled to be 
mined at the end of the Foundation Phase, is referred to as the  
+105 Level Resource. This is the surface outcrop of the orebody 
and it has been weathered, oxidized and leached to a level of 
about 100m below surface. There has been ground failure in this 
part of orebody where the crown pillar of the mine has partially 
collapsed and the surface is unstable as a result. 

There are two distinct zones in the +105 Level Resource. 

The upper weathered oxide zone is characterized by lower 
grades and less competent rock and makes up about 30% of 
this resource tonnage but only 11% and 13% of the Copper and 
Zinc metal contained. The remainder is the lower zone that has 
been enriched by leaching through the oxide zone down to an 
intermediate zone before the unaltered sulphide begins. This is 
referred to as the supergene zone.

Of the +105 Level Resources, 484kt of the supergene zone has 
been included in reserves but none of the Oxide. The LOM mine 
plan for the Foundation Phase does however include mining 
some of the supergene enriched sulphide and mixed oxide from 
the geotechnically stable areas in years 11 and 12.

Mineral Resources and Reserves for the Project have been 
declared in accordance with the Australian Code for Reporting of 
Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves 2012 
(JORC Code).

The LOM plan for the Foundation Phase contains 25.5mt of 
material representing an additional conversion of resources 
once mining commences when further confidence in grades 
and tonnes can be achieved. The drill spacing of some of 
the exploration work from surface, particularly adjacent to 
the shaft infrastructure, did not allow for JORC compliant 
resource/reserve conversion although the results did confirm 
the orebody where it was expected providing confidence for 
the mine plan. Once the operations commence, cost effective 
near-target infill drilling from underground will be possible and 
better geological information will be available for upgrading 
these resources ahead of mining. 

Further upside in Resources and Reserves, not included in 
the Foundation Phase LOM, is possible from several options;

•  There are potential lateral and depth extensions both to the 
north-west and south east of the orebody. 

• An orebody extension is also possible along the unexplored 

western limb as it up-dips towards surface. 

• A newly discovered, high grade parallel orebody is open in all 

dimensions and presents important upside.

• The ground adjacent to and immediately below the existing 

central mine infrastructure and primary development could not 

be drilled for fear of intersecting the old workings. This ground 

has not been included in the Foundtation Phase LoM plan 

although the presence of the orebody is confidently predicted.

• Several known satellite orebodies within 15km of the planned 

mill present upside opportunity

• Lastly, with the inclusion of backfill in the mining methodology, 

it should be possible to reclaim the support pillars left behind 

in the original mine workings. 

In summary:

Summary Resources     

Orebody Tonnage Cu tonnes Cu (%) Zn tonnes Zn (%)

Deep Sulphide  28,726,000  334,000 1.2%  1,084,000 3.8%

+105m Level  1,762,000  27,000 1.5%  35,000 2.0%

Grand Total  30,488,000  361,000 1.2%  1,119,000 3.7%

Deep Sulphide 94% 93% 97%

+105m Level 6% 7% 3%

Summary Reserves     

Orebody Tonnage Cu tonnes Cu (%) Zn tonnes Zn (%)

Deep Sulphide  14,000,000  146,000 1.0%  446,000 3.2%

+105m Level  484,000  7,000 1.4%  16,000 3.3%

Grand Total  14,484,000  153,000 1.1%  462,000 3.2%

Deep Sulphide 97% 95% 97%

+105m Level 3% 5% 3%

Source: Published Feasibility Study Document
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INDUSTRY COMPETITIVENESS

The PCZM Project is competitive on a global scale. We have 
estimated the All In Sustaining Costs (AISC) for both Copper 
and Zinc production over the life of the project. By taking either 
metal and treating the other as a by-product credit the implied 
respective AISCs are negligible. This implies that the sale of 
either metal will cover almost the entire project’s operating costs.

In the case of the the copper concentrate, where most of the gold 
and silver is recovered, the additional by-product contribution 
from these two precious metals results in a contribution to profit 
rather than a residual cost.

Whilst this is a comparable method in terms of the study, it is 
not a particularly useful economic metric. We also calculated 
the AISC using metal equivalents for PCZM and found the AISC 
for zinc equivalents was still in the second quartile and that for 
copper in the third. 

It must be stressed that this is not comparing like with like as 
almost all base metal projects generate some by-product 
revenue, but it does underline the robustness of the project’s 
economics. 

The calculation of LoM AISC is tabulated below and the position of the Project on the global cost curves for both Copper and Zinc follows. 

AISC Calculation

RoM Tonnes  25,248,633 

Metal Sold In Concentrate – Copper  224,173 

Metal Sold In Concentrate – Zinc  682,569 

Sustaining Costs  US$ in c/lb Cu in c/lb Zn

 Mining, Development & Services Cost  (604,098,903)  (122)  (40)

 Processing Costs  (237,117,597)  (48)  (16)

 Operationalised Infrastructure  (75,201,051)  (15)  (5)

 General & Admin  (91,826,087)  (19)  Mine Site  (6)  Mine Site 

 Sustaining Capex  (87,556,141)  (18)  (222)  (6)  (73)

 Rail & Freight  (162,043,110)  (33)  (11)

 Off-Mine Costs  (43,982,609)  (9)  (3)

 Royalty Payments  (110,839,048)  (22)  Sub-Total  (7)  Sub-Total 

 Smelting & Refining Costs Implied @ NSR  (395,691,170)  (80)  (366)  (26)  (120)

 – (Using Total Cu & Zn Conc Sold @ NSR) 

 By-Product Credit (Primary Metals Only)  350  Zn  102  Cu 

 By-Product Credit (Precious Metals)  186,016,113  38  12 

 (1,808,355,716)  22  c/lb  (6)  c/lb 

Source: Author Estimates Based on Published Feasibility Study Data

Source: Orion Minerals Ltd
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INDUSTRY COMPETITIVENESS cont inued

Copper Production Cost Curve
AISC USc/lb vs Prodtn (Ktpa)
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Zinc Production Cost Curve
AISC USc/lb vs Prodtn (Ktpa)
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Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence, April 2020 (Producers’ Cost Estimates) & Author Estimates Based on Published Feasibility Study Data

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence, April 2020 (Producers’ Cost Estimates) & Author Estimates Based on Published Feasibility Study Data
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PROJECT EXECUTION SCHEDULE

The Project Execution Schedule is in three phases; the early works phase, the construction 
phase and lastly the production phase. The construction period to first production is estimated 
to be 27 months.

The early works phase is primarily concerned with the provision of temporary power infrastructure to enable the construction phase 
to commence.

Project execution schedule – Construction Phase

Prieska Cu and Zn project schedule 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Evaporation dam and TSF

Construct evaporation dam 1

Install evaporators dam 1

Construct evaporation dam 2

Install evaporators dam 2

Construct TSF

Shaft dewatering and 
construction

Shaft sinkers mobilisation

Shaft preparation work

Shaft dewatering

UG construction

Mining

Mobilise mining contractor

Mining UG

Shaft hoisting

Processing and paste plant

Process plant construction

Process plant commissioning

Paste plant

Surface infrastructure

Bulk water supply works

Eskom temporary power

Cuprum feeder bay

40 MVA mine sub-station

Surface ventilation fans (1 and 2)

Build construction camp

Mining offices

Change house and lamp room

Illustration: Project Execution Schedule showing Construction Phase leading to Production.

Once temporary power is available, work will begin on the 

permanent bulk power installation and the water handling 

sytems. Some 8.6 million cubic meters of water will need to be 

pumped out of the old mine workings and managed. Work on 

the TSF will begin immediately as it is to be temporarily utilized as 

an evapouration dam during the dewatering phase.

Concurrently, an RO plant and irrigation circuit will be installed 

to provide treated water for agricultural use in the locality in 

compliance with the terms of the water use license issued by 

the Department of Human Settlements, Water and Sanitation.

Of the 8.6mm3 water from the mine, 6.0mm3 is planned to be 

evaporated and 2.6mm3 processed for irrigation. Work will also 

start on refurbishing the Hutchings Shaft and preparing it for the 
dewatering phase.

If all goes to plan, dewatering and simulateous shaft refurbishment 
will commence at around month seven and continue for a little 
over a year. Preliminary underground construction is scheduled to 
start in month 20 with production ramping-up from month 27 at 
which time the process plant will begin its commissioning phase.

Allowance has been made for time delays that may be incurred 
should the actual condition of the underground workings not be 
as good as anticipated once they are accessed. In our opinion 
this still remains a significant risk to both the cost and timing of 
reaching full production. 

Source: Orion Minerals Ltd - Published Feasibility Study Document
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THE MINE PLAN

A completely new metallurgical plant with a nameplate processing 
capacity of 2.4mt RoM per annum is planned. Full production is 
expected to be reached 18 months after mining starts. For the 
first 10 years of the Foundation Phase mining plan, production will 
come from the “Deep Sulphide” orebody underground. Towards 
the end of the mining plan, years 11 and 12, the open pit “+105 
Supergene” enriched zone will be mined. Different life of mine 
extention options are discussed in more detail in the valuation 
section of this report but for the purposes of this discussion we 
are using the published feasibility study projections.

Three different mining methods will be used to extract the 
orebody depending on its dip. For the near-vertical section 
of the orebody (dip greater than 50°) a long-hole open 
stoping method will be employed. As the dip of the orebody 
flattens to below 50°, a drift and fill method will be employed. 
As the orebody levels out, long-hole open stoping will again 
be used where the orebody is thick enough but the central 
orebody close to the shaft infrastructure is expected to be 
narrow and conventional low-profile mechanized mining 
techniques will employed.

Illustration: Detailed Cross-section of the PCZM Project Orebody along Strike showing target Mining Zones with likely different Mining Methods 

according to Dip and Ore Body Thickness.

Foundation Phase : U/G Open-Pit RoM Schedule
Tonnes

Underground Open pit
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Source: Author Estimates Based on Published Feasibility Study Data

Source: Orion Minerals Ltd - Company Presentation
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THE MINE PLAN cont inued

In all cases cemented backfill rather than pillars will be used as 
support in order to maximise the extraction of the orebody. Mining 
with backfill requires the sequencing of panels at the face such 
that mined out panels can be filled and left to “set” before the 
adjacent panels can be mined. 

Drilling at both the development ends and the stope face will be 
fully mechanized. Anglovaal experienced dilution estimated to be 
between 30% and 40% due largely to inaccurate long-hole drilling. 
In the PCZM mine plan only 18.5% dilution has been assumed 
given the greater accuracy possible with the modern mechanized 
drilling machines to be employed.

At steady state we have assumed development tonnes to be 
in the ratio of 15:100 tonnes RoM. Over the first three years of 
production, an additional allowance of 1.4mt tonnes mined has 

been scheduled to allow for primary access and development 
work unrelated to the mining rate.

Higher grade blocks have been prioritized in the mining sequence 
to enhance the payback characteristics of the cashflow generation 
of the project. This results in a steady decline of grade over the 
life of the mine and consequently declining metal in concentrate 
available for sale. 

One of the base case life of mine extention scenarios discussed 
later in the report involves reclaiming the support pillars in the old 
worked-out areas. The orebody was higher grade at shallower 
depths and consequently there may be some grade enhancement 
possible if these pillars do get mined. Reserve replacement 
through infill drilling of the strike extensions and the new parallel 
orebody could also supplement production with higher grade ore. 

Foundation Phase : Metal in Conc (Cu equivalent)
Tonnes

Copper Zinc in copper equivalent
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Foundation Phase : RoM Production
Tonnes

Total processed ore (RoM tonnage) Total concentrate produced 
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Plant feed grades, plant recoveries and target concentrate grades 
have been taken from the feasibility study to project the metal 
available for sale. As discussed in the processing section ealier in 

the report, we do believe that several of these metrics will prove 
to be conservative given what was achieved historically especially 
taking into account technological advances made since.

Source: Author Estimates Based on Published Feasibility Study Data

Source: Author Estimates Based on Published Feasibility Study Data
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PROJECT FINANCIAL PROFILE AND NPV

The project cashflow projections in our financial model are based 
on the published production information from the feasibility study 
with applied forward looking commodity price expectations and 
exchange rates. The output of the financial model is summarised 

in the chart below. This shows the after funding, after tax, real 
cashflow of the project. Where necessary, assumptions were 
made to reconcile the model to the published numbers in the 
feasibility study where public information was not available.

The Revenue projections are calculated on the value of the primary 
metals contained in concentrate, copper and zinc, adjusted by the 
Net Smelter Return (NSR). The NSR effectively compensates the 
buyer of the concentrate for the costs of refining it taking into account 
the projected recovery % (payability) and any penalties associated 
with unwanted impurities. Offsetting this are the by-product credits 
that compensate the seller for any additional beneficial materials 
contained in the concentrate. We have used the NSR data published 
in the feasibility study but acknowledge that spot prices for gold and 
silver are higher than those used by Orion in the BFS to calculate the 
by-product credits which therefore may be understated.

Rail and freight charges are seen as a charge to revenue rather 
than an operating cost. We have assumed a US$60/t transport 
charge on calculated concentrate tonnage uplifted by an 11.5% 
moisture content resulting in an effective US$66.90/t charge on dry 
concentrate. Revenue is stated after transport costs.

Three different mining cost rates were assumed; underground 
development costs, underground mining costs and openpit mining 
costs. Mining costs in the feasibility study have been calculated from 
bottom up first principals and are therefore difficult to replicate in 
the model. We have back calculated the costs per tonne using the 
published costs on published RoM production data adjusted by our 
estimated development tonnes to tie into the published numbers. 
The mining costs are assumed to be largely ZAR based thereby 
providing good ZAR hedge protection.

Processing costs per RoM tonne were stable over the project 
timeline and have also been assumed to be ZAR based.

The operationalised infrastructure costs were estimated from 
the changes in the Capex projections from the 2019 published 
feasibility study to the updated 2020 version. These changes were 

largely based on outsourcing certain key capital items to third 
party providers and compensating them from operational cashflow 
once production commenced. These items include the temporary 
diesel based power supply and the temporary mining camp in the 
Early Works Phase of the project schedule. In addition, the water 
treatment plant and TSF have also been operationalised. The benefit 
to the project is in the reduction of upfront capital required which 
fell ZAR486m (AUD27m). We have assumed that these costs will 
include an implicit real cost of capital of 7.5% pa in calculating the 
future returns to the service providers from operational cashflow.

General & Admin and Off-Mine Costs include such items as 
management, corporate and head office costs, marketing, support 
services, insurance and rehab provisions. We have assumed a ZAR 
based ZAR200m pa (AUD11m) for these costs.

Ste Mineral Royalties are calculated on EBIT adjusted for 
development costs and transport costs that are not deemed 
deductable. However, capital costs maybe accumulated and fully 
deducted against EBIT before calculating royalty due. PCZM gets a 
significant benefit on the royalties due on its Zinc concentrate as the 
royalty calculation assumes a 27% concentrate grade whilst PCZM 
is expected to get Zinc concentrate grades of 53%.

The interest expense line is calculated off the projected funding 
requirements modelled separately given certain assumptions around 
the financing structure of the Project.

Tax is calculated on taxable income after (accumulated) capex 
deductions at the corporate rate of 28%.

Using a discount rate of 8% real, we calculate the NPV of the 
PCZM Project’s after tax and after funding cashflow as ZAR5,115m 
(AUD605m).

PCZM: Cash flow summary
Billion

Cumulative cash flow

Net interest expense

Capital spend

Off-mine costs

Operational infrastructure

Corporate tax

Sustaining capital

Royalty payments

General and Admin

Processing costs

FY2021 FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 FY2026FY2025 FY2027 FY2028 FY2029 FY2030 FY2031 FY2032 FY2033 FY2034 FY2035 FY2036

Revenue – Post NSR Mining, Development and Service Cost
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Source: Author Estimates Based on Published Feasibility Study Data
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ORION VALUATION

Orion Minerals Limited (Orion) was valued primarily on its interest in 
the Prieska Copper Zinc Mine (PCZM), with supplementary value 
assigned for its exploration interests in the Northern Cape, RSA and 
in Australia. Discounted cashflow (DCF) modelling was used to value 
the cashflow due to Orion from PCZM including the realisation of 
various financial instruments settled by project cashflow. 

The exploration interests were assessed using a combination of 
peer comparison, accumulated expenditure and balance sheet 
assets before being compared to Orion’s market capitalisation for 
reasonability. Key assumptions used in and results from the DCF 
financial model are discussed below. Note that all financial workings 
in this report are in real terms. 

Our base case valuation for Orion’s exposure to PCZM uses an 8% 
real discount rate for all cashflows due to the company and assumes 
that an equity and/or rights issue is conducted by Orion at the spot 
share price on the JSE at close of business, Friday 20th November, 
namely 38cps, to fund Orion’s contribution to funding of PCZM.

Our base case valuation of Orion Minerals is ZAR 71.5cps (AUD 
6.3cps) including the exploration interests. We are comfortable with 
the following upside from the base case:

Pillar Mining ZAR 11cps (AUD 1.0cps)

Further Resource Upgrade ZAR 5cps (AUD 0.5cps)

LoM Extention (Blue Sky) ZAR 5cps (AUD 0.5cps)

Process Improvements ZAR 9cps (AUD 0.8cps)

Total potential valuation on all 
deliverables ZAR 102cps (AUD 9cps) 

Economic Inputs
Recognising the challenge of forecasting future economic metrics, 
we have for the purposes of this report used the S&P Global 
Market Intelligence mean market forecasts for long-term real 
forecasts of key input parameters. 

Valuation Sensitivity of Share Price to Copper Prices
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Valuation Sensitivity of Share Price to ZAR/US$
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Valuation Sensitivity of Share Price to Zinc Prices

Zinc Price US$/t
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The key forecasts used in the financial modelling are:

Copper Price US 310c/lb or US$ 6,834/t

Zinc Price US 115c/lb or US$ 2,535/t

Rand/US$ 17.25

AU$/US$ 1.42

ZAR CPIX 4.5%

Sensitivities to the copper price, the zinc price and the South 
African foreign currency exchange rate are illustrated below. In 
summary, the sensitivities are as follows:

• A 10% change in either the copper or zinc price results in an 
approximate 12.5% change in the calculated value of PCZM.

•  A 10% change in the ZAR/US$ foreign currency exchange 
rate results in an approximate 21% change in the calculated 
value of PCZM. For the purposes of this calculation we have 
not adjusted the ZAR based cost metrics. It is acknowledged 
that there will be some ZAR based cost inflation associated 
with abnormal ZAR depreciation. 

Source: Author Estimates Based on Published Feasibility Study Data

Source: Author Estimates Based on Published Feasibility Study DataSource: Author Estimates Based on Published Feasibility Study Data

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence - Consensus Forecasts

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence - Consensus Forecasts
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ORION VALUATION cont inued

PCZM Debt Structure (ZAR)

Shareholders Loan Orion & Prieska Reources Shareholder Loans Mezanine Debt Senior Debt

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

(6bn)

(5bn)

(4bn)

(3bn)

(2bn)

(1bn)

0

Funding
The financial model predicted the peak cash drawdown of the 

project to be ZAR4,750m. Whilst the Capex forecasts already 

included a 10% contingency for cost variations, we felt it prudent 

to add an additional 10% to the forecast cash drawdown to 

allow for other eventualities, for example production delays. 

The total projected funding required for the project is therefore 

ZAR5,300m.

The funding model for the PCZM project is expected to be debt 

of various tiers. Based on our knowledge of local RSA debt 

markets for this type of financing, we have modelled with the 

following costs for debt:

Type of Debt

Proportion 
of Total 
Funding Cost of Debt (per annum) [Real]

Senior 60% ZAR Prime + 4% = 11% [6.5%]

Mezzanine 10% ZAR Prime + 6% = 13% [8.5%]

Shareholders’ 
Loans 30% ZAR Prime + 8% = 15% [10.5%]

South African Prime Lending Rate is currently pegged at 7.0%

The Shareholders’ Loans will be shared proportionately across 

Orion and Prieska Resources at a ratio of 77.8% to 22.2% 

respectively. This reflects the responsibility of both shareholders 

to proportionately assist the financing responsibilities of the 

Employee and Community Trusts, each 5% shareholders.

Under this scenario, the total funding required by PCZM 

shareholders will be ZAR1,639m. Prieska Resources will source 

its own third-party funding for its ZAR353m whilst Orion will 

issue equity to raise ZAR1,286m which includes ZAR49m (4%) 

in raising costs. Both shareholders will then set up shareholder 

loans to PCZM in a way that does not prejudice either party.

The equity raise will provide the first level of funding, once this 

is drawn down then the mezzanine debt will be accessed and 

lastly the senior debt will be accessed. Repayment is in reverse 

with senior debt paid off first and shareholders’ loans last.

The base case financial model shows that the maximum 

drawdown will occur in 2023 and all debt will be repaid by the 

end of financial year 2026.

Illustration: Timeline of Funding Drawdown as Assumed by the Financial Model.

Cashflow to Orion
It is expected that the project funding will be in place before 
the end of FY2021. We have assumed for cashflow purposes 
that Orion issues equity at the end of the 3rd quarter FY2021 
by which time negotiations with the banks will also have been 
completed. There is a small drawdown in Q4 FY2021 as 
construction commences and down payments for long lead time 
orders are paid for. The balance of the shareholders’ loans will 
be drawn down in FY2022. By FY2024 the project should be 
generating cash and by 2025 the PCZM shareholders will start 
to receive repayments on their loans.

In addition to the repayment of the shareholders’ loans related 
to the equity raise, there are a number of other instruments on 
Orion’s balance sheet that will be fully realised when the project 
starts to generate operational cashflow.

Included on Orion’s balance sheet is a shareholder loan to PCZM 
representing the accumulated exploration expenditure funded 
by Orion. At the end of the FY2020, this amounted ZAR481m 
and will accrue approximately ZAR8m per month during FY2021 
in further ongoing expenses. No further expenditure will accrue 
after the capital raise. No interest is applied to this loan for the 
period until it is repaid from the project cashflow.

Once these loans and associated accrued interest have been fully 
repaid, anticipated sometime during FY2026, the shareholders 
will start to receive dividends from the project. 

During FY2020 Orion provided vendor financed assistance to 
Prieska Resources to facilitate the purchase of their 20% stake 
in PCZM when the BEE shareholding was restructured. There 
are two components to this, a loan and preference shares. The 
loan balance stood at ZAR16.4m at the end of FY2020 and 

Source: Author Assumptions

Source: Author Estimates Based on Published Feasibility Study Data
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accumulates interest at South Africa’s Prime interest rate. The 
preference share structure has an IRR of 12% and amounted 
to ZAR218m at year-end FY2020. Both of these instruments 
will continue to accumulate interest until repaid once Prieska 
Resources starts receiving its share of the project cashflow.

Lastly, there is the notional vendor financed arrangement 
of ZAR15m between PCZM’s funding shareholders in their 

respective proportion to the Employee and Community Trusts 
for their respective acquisitions of 5% each of PCZM in terms 
of the BEE restructuring. This financing arrangement accrues 
interest at Prime and will also be settled once project cashflow 
are available to shareholders.

The cashflows from the PCZM asset to Orion’s shareholders are 
summarised below;

Equity Raise (After Expenses) Interest on Cash Balances Drawdown Dividends from PCZMRepayment of Shareholder Loans

2022 2025 2028 2031 20342021 2024 2027 2030 20332023 2026 2029 2032 2035

0

500m

1bn

1.5bn

2bn

(500m)

(1bn)

(1.5bn)

PCZM Debt StructuSummary Cashflows to Orion Shareholders (ZAR)
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The Discount Rate
We have used a real discount rate of 8% to present-value the 
project cashflows to Orion. The cashflows are after tax and fully 
funded. The sensitivity of the cashflow NPV and by implication 
the Orion share price is illustrated below. Each 100bps change 
in the discount rate implies an approximate ZAR 5.5cps change 
in the share price;

ORION VALUATION cont inued

Source: Author Estimates Based on Published Feasibility Study Data

Source: Author Estimates Based on Published Feasibility Study Data

Source: Orion Minerals Ltd
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Valuation Sensitivity to Share Price for Capital Raise

Price at Equity Raise
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Valuation Sensitivity to Orions Equity Base
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The Equity Raise
We recognise the potential for the share price to fall on the 
announcement of a significant equity raise. However, the market 
is already fully aware of the need for project capital in the first 
half of 2021. This risk may well be priced in and reflected in the 
material current discount of Orion to our calculated fair value.

We have used the current spot price to estimate the dilution 
effects of the capital raise. The sensitivity to different share 
prices is illustrated below;

Juxtaposed to the downside risk, there is material upside 
potential in the current price based on a wider awareness of the 
fundamental value of the project in Orion’s hands. There is also the 
potential to bring in a strategic shareholder into the mix that would 
significantly reduce the financing risk. Off-take agreements and or 
the forward sale of revenue streams (e.g. silver and gold) would 
also reduce the need to raise equity capital. 

We have looked at the sensitivity to different equity proportions 
in the funding model by assuming that the replacement funding 
option (offtake, forward sale, etc) is priced at an IRR of 15% 
real. This is illustrated below;

 

ORION VALUATION cont inued

OTHER EXPLORATION INTERESTS

Whilst the focus on this report has been the 
discussion and valuation of PCZM, Orion has 
a portfolio of other exploration interests that 
contributes to the value represented by the 
current market capitalisation. 

PCZM Near-Mine 
The nature of VMS deposits, being that they are associated with 
ancient undersea volcanic geothermal vents, is that they are 
rarely found in isolation. The area surrounding PCZM is highly 
prospective. In total, just under 70,000ha within a 20km radius 
of PCZM is already permitted for prospecting through the project 
or under application through Orion. 

• Annex Deposit; 6km south of PCZM is a Cu-Zn deposit 
identified and drilled by Anglovaal in 1969 during a regional 
exploration campaign that defined the potential of the PCZM 
deposit. It is 1km in strike, drilled to 550m and open at depth. 
Although not of the same size of PCZM, its proximity to the 
project makes it an interesting target for further exploration.

• Ayoba Target; 1.6km west of and along strike of the Annex 
deposit is another Cu-Zn VMS deposit discovered by Orion in 
2018. A deflection from the initial discovery drill hole confirmed 

a zone of high grade zinc (5.0% Zn over 1.5m & 11.2% Zn 
over 0.9m from the two holes respectively). Its proximity and 
strike relationship to the Annex deposit make this complex a 
compelling exploration target.

• Kielder Deposits; Approximately 15km north-west of PCZM 
are four targets, three Zn-Cu and one Cu-Ni. These deposits 
were identified by Newmont in 1976 but abandoned due to 
limited geological confidence in the complex. The more recent 
aerial geophysical surveys conducted by Orion combined with 
the original drilling results suggest the presence of shallow, 
thick massive sulphide mineralisation. Further exploration 
analysis is currently in progress to gain a better understanding 
of these targets.

Areachap Belt Regional Exploration
Orion has substantial additional prospecting interests further 
north along the geologically defined Areachap Belt on which the 
PCZM project is located. Approximately 168,000ha are already 
under license and another 82,000ha are under application. Two 
zones or clusters of base metal sulphide deposits are being 
explored, the Masiqhame project area and the Namaqua-
Disawell project area. In addition, an evaluation of a known Au-
Cu deposit near Marydale is in progress.

Source: Author Estimates Based on Published Feasibility Study DataSource: Author Estimates Based on Published Feasibility Study Data
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The Areachap Geological Belt is extraordinarily minerally 
well endowed with several potential orebody targets already 
identified. That Orion has the region well covered with regards to 
exploration rights makes for a very exciting future with PCZM as 
the springboard to open up and exploit these opportunities as 
they present themselves.

• Masiqhame Project Area; The project area was originally 
discovered by Newmont in the early 1970s and subsequently 
explored with several diamond drill holes by Yskor. Twelve VMS 
massive sulphide Zn-Cu intersections have been drilled and Yskor 
carried out some feasibility studies in the 1990s. More recently, Orion 
has conducted aerial geophysical surveys, ground electromagnetic 
surveys, soil sampling, geological mapping and drilling in order to 
gain an understanding of the geological setting of this area. Drill 
targets are currently being prioritised for further follow up.

• Namaqua-Disawell Project Area; Located south of 
Masiqhame, this project area hosts the Jacomynspan 
intrusion, a Ni-Cu-Co-PGE deposit for which African Nickel 
Limited concluded a successful feasibility study and applied 
for a mining right in 2012. A JORC-compliant Resource of 
6.8mt was declared by Orion in FY2018. Orion has discovered 
several nearby Ni-Cu intrusive type deposits that are being 
investigated and several drill ready targets have been identified 
for further exploration once the PCZM project is underway and 
field operations can resume.

• Marydale Au-Cu Project (Witkop); the option for a small 
scale open pit operation at the Witkop Au-Cu deposit near the 
town of Marydale is currently being evaluated by Orion. 

OTHER EXPLORATION INTERESTS cont inued

Illustration: Orion Tenement Holdings – Rights & Applications in the Areachap Belt as at August 2020.

Orion: Tenement Holdings: Rights and Applications in the Areachap Belt 
May 2020 October 2020

Groblershoop

Prieska Copper Zinc Mine (Pty) Ltd

August 2020

Source: Company Presentation
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OTHER EXPLORATION INTERESTS cont inued

The Fraser Range (Western Australia)
The Fraser Range Province in Western Australia is a very similar 
geological province to the Areachap Belt in the Northern Cape, 
South Africa. It hosts numerous VMS Cu-Zn deposits and 
magmatic Ni-Cu-Co deposits. Orion has substantial exploration 
rights in this region subject to a JV agreement with Perth based 
IGO Ltd. IGO is responsible for all the exploration activities and 
expenditure on the JV tenements and reports the results to Orion 
on a regular basis.

The Orion-IGO JV includes the Pike and Hook targets that are 12-
20km along trend of a major discovery of Ni-Cu sulphides, and 
the Mawson discovery, that was made by Legend Mining in late 
2019. IGO have drilled very similar geology at Pike and Hook and 
are currently building roads and water infrastructure to continue 
drilling at Pike and Hook. Legend’s market capitalisation lifted by 
more than A$250million following the Mawson discovery. 

IGO is an Australian listed mining and exploration company 
with, amongst other interests, the largest ground position of 
any company in the Fraser Range. IGO owns the Nova Mine 
in the Fraser Range, a Ni-Cu-Co operation that commenced 
commercial production in mid-2017 and produced 30.4kt Ni, 
13.8kt Cu and 1.1kt Co in FY2019. IGO is very optimistic about 
its exploration activities in the region maintaining “a strong 
conviction that the Fraser Range has the potential to host 
multiple Nova-style nickel-copper-cobalt ore bodies, with the 
area also highly prospective for volcanogenic massive copper-
zinc sulphides and gold mineralisation”.

No Resources are currently declared by Orion on its exploration 
interests within the Fraser Range and exploration activities are 
on-going.

Exploration Interests; Valuation
It is notoriously difficult to value exploration interests before 
resource/reserves are declared. We have leaned towards using 
historic market capitalisation analysis, cost analysis and peer 
group comparison to inform what is, at best, a judgement call.

• Fraser Range (WA); We have used a peer group comparison 
with Boadicea Resources Ltd. Boadicea is a listed Australian 
Exploration company that has interests primarily focused on 
the Fraser Range. As with Orion, it has entered into a joint 
venture agreement with IGO. Its current market capitalisation 
is AU$15m or approximately ZAR170m.

• Jacomynspan (NC ZA); Based on the recently announced 
agreement to acquire the remaining shares in the Jacomynspan 
Project (including all claims that the selling shareholders 
may have in the project),the project has an implied value of 
AUD1.5m (ZAR17m). With ownership now consolidated in 
Orion’s hands, we do expect significant value uplift in this 
project and recognise that the value currently attributed is 
understated. 

• Other Exploration Expenditure (ZA); Other expensed 
exploration costs over the last three years (excluding PCZM, 
Jacomynspan and Australia) have amounted to approximately 

ZAR50m and are currently held as equity in accumulated 
losses. Given the success of these exploration initiatives, one 
could argue that they are worth a multiple more than the cost. 
We have however included them at cost for the purposes of 
this valuation exercise.

The total value attributable to the exploration assets on this basis 
is therefore ZAR237m (AUD21m). As a test of reasonability, this 
would have represented approximately 26% of Orion’s market 
capitalisation prior to the permitting of PCZM (@ ZAR 25cps) 
and just over 16% post the permitting (@ ZAR 40cps). We feel 
comfortable with these comparisons. 

Given the uncertainty of the valuation of these assets, it is 
comforting to see that the sensitivity of our valuation of Orion to 
the exploration component is not significant and is shown below.

Valuation Sensitivity to Share Price for Other Expl. Assets
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BEYOND THE BASE CASE

Scenario 1 : Pillar Extraction
The mining method employed by Anglovaal to extract the Prieska deposit was long hole open stoping. This mining method 
entailed leaving some mineralised zones unmined to serve as ground support pillars that prevent the collapse of ground into 
excavated voids. The new mining methods to be employed by PCZM will incorporate backfilling mined-out voids, removing the 
need for ground support pillars. This will ensure a more complete extraction of the orebody. The backfill material will consist of 
conditioned tailings material from the ore processing plant. Less than half of the tailings stream will be required to backfill the 
mined-out voids as the backfill has a lower density compared to the insitu rock it replaces, implying that less backfill tonnage is 
required to fill the void volumes created. There will thus be more than enough tailings material to provide backfill to the working 
areas. In fact, of 100t of ore fed into the processing plant, approximately 9t will become concentrates and 91t will report as 
tailings. Of the 91t of tailings, approximately 45t will be used for backfilling and 36t will report to the tailings storage facility. 

The project therefore has more than enough potential backfill material available to consider extracting the support pillars from 
the old underground workings. There has been some crown pillar failure at the top of the old underground workings and it 
is reasonable to assume that there are other pillars that are not viable either economically or technically. Nevertheless, the 
remaining pillars still represent a significant resource/reserve that has not yet been declared.

It is estimated that 20% of the historical mineable reserve of 47Mt was left as pillars, over 9Mt. We have assumed that 60% is 
available as reserves for mining concomitantly with the current mining plan. This represents 5.4Mt or 2.25 years of production 
at the mill rate.

Anglovaal’s declared reserves of the original orebody had grades of 1.7% Cu and 3.8% Zn compared to the PCZM declared 
reserves of 1.0% Cu and 3.2% Zn. It would appear that there is sufficient grade enhancement in the pillars to offset the potential 
additional mining costs associated with extracting the pillars that are scattered across the old workings. 

We have therefore assumed that the LOM of the project is extended by 2.25 years at an average steady state production 
and profitability. This adds an additional 15% or ZAR790m (AUD70m) to the base case NPV representing about ZAR 11cps 
(AUD 1.0cps) per share uplift in value.

Illustration: PCZM Cross-Section on Strike showing Pillars Available for Exploration.

Source: Company Presentation
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OTHER EXPLORATION INTERESTS cont inued

Scenario 2 : Further Resource to Reserve Conversion
Planned production during the underground mine plan is 24Mt of which 14Mt is declared ore reserves and 10Mt is still categorised 
as mineral resources. The mine plan assumes that these mineral resources will be converted once access to the underground 
working allows more cost-effective exploration drilling from nearby rather than from surface. There is no reason to challenge this 
assumption as the orebody is clearly delineated and reasonably uniform. 

There remains some 4Mt of mineral resources that currently sit outside the foundation phase mining plan. This is ground that will 
be explored once underground access is possible. When sufficient information is available, we would assume that a significant 
portion of this will be converted into reserves and scheduled into the mining plan. 

We have assumed a 60% conversion of outstanding resources thereby adding 2.4Mt to RoM production and extending the LoM 
by 1 year. As with the pillar mining, we have assumed that this ground is mined concomitantly with the scheduled production and 
therefore its contribution maintains steady state production and profitability metrics. This scenario adds ZAR369m (AUD33m) to 
the base case NPV equivalent to just over ZAR 5cps (AUD 0.46cps).

Scenario 3 : LoM Extention (Blue Sky) 
The 2020 updated Feasibility Study justified the economics of the Foundation Phase mine plan on the basis of information gained 
during exploration drilling. At the time, the orebody was found to be open laterally at both ends of the North West / South East 
strike of the orebody. Further, after the orebody has reached its maximum depth of 1.25km it folds and turns upwards toward 
the West. Consequently the orebody is open “at depth” but in fact becomes shallower as it dips upwards from the fold. Down 
drillhole and surface geophysical surveys executed by Orion, provide strong support for these continuations. Further exploration 
into these orebody extensions will be conducted from underground and we would expect additional resources to be declared 
over time.

Whilst impossible to quantify given the paucity of data, each additional year added to the LoM at the average production and 
profitability metrics gives an uplift of ZAR374m (AUD33m) or just over ZAR 5cps (AUD 0.47cps).

Source: Orion Minerals Ltd
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OTHER EXPLORATION INTERESTS cont inued

Scenario 4 : Processing Improvements
Orion has been conservative in its processing assumptions relative to what was actually achieved by Anglovaal. It would be 
reasonable to assume that, once the plant has been commissioned and first hand knowledge obtained, there could well be 
processing efficiency improvements.

The average plant recoveries achieved by Anglovaal at steady state production were 86.4% for Cu and 85.9% for Zn. The plant 
recoveries used by Orion in the PCZM Feasibility Study were 83.9% and 81.9% respectively.

Further, the average concentrate grade achieved by Anglovaal was 29% for Cu and 53% for Zn. In the feasibility study 
concentrate grades of 19.8% and 52.9% were used. The benefit of higher concentrate grades is mostly realised through 
lower transport costs. 

If one assumes that PCZM achieves the historical plant recoveries and concentrate grades then the project NPV is enhanced by 
ZAR620m (AUD55m), equivalent to ZAR 9cps (AUD 0.77cps). 

Processed Ore Concetrate Grade Recovery
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Processed Ore Concetrate Grade Recovery

Historical Zinc Production
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Prieska Copper Zinc Project : Production Profile                
        

YEAR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Total FY 2021 FY 2022 FY 2023 FY 2024 FY 2025 FY 2026 FY 2027 FY 2028 FY 2029 FY 2030 FY 2031 FY 2032 FY 2033 FY 2034 FY 2035

RoM Tonnage (Processed Ore)  tonnes  25,248,633  150,000  1,947,430  2,432,693  2,479,045  2,448,527  2,475,811  2,456,930  2,432,593  2,426,720  2,457,987  2,256,609  1,269,531  14,757 
Underground  24,128,876  150,000  1,947,430  2,432,693  2,479,045  2,448,527  2,475,811  2,456,930  2,432,593  2,426,720  2,457,987  2,206,609  214,531  –   
Open Pit  1,119,757  –   –    –    –    –   –   –   –   –    –    50,000  1,055,000  14,757 

Plant Feed Grades
Plant Feed Grade Cu % 1.09% 1.1% 1.1% 1.1% 1.1% 1.1% 1.1% 1.1% 1.0% 0.9% 1.0% 0.9% 1.7% 1.8%

Underground 1.05% 1.1% 1.1% 1.1% 1.1% 1.1% 1.1% 1.1% 1.0% 0.9% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%
Open Pit 1.94% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.0% 2.0%

Plant Feed Grade Zn % 3.30% 3.7% 3.4% 3.8% 4.1% 3.7% 3.5% 3.5% 3.3% 2.8% 2.8% 2.3% 2.4% 2.5%
Underground 3.34% 3.7% 3.4% 3.8% 4.1% 3.7% 3.5% 3.5% 3.3% 2.8% 2.8% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%
Open Pit 2.39% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 2.6%

Plant Feed Grade Cu Equiv % 1.93% 2.0% 2.0% 2.1% 2.1% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 1.8% 1.6% 1.7% 1.6% 2.5% 2.6%
Underground 1.9% 2.0% 2.0% 2.1% 2.1% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 1.8% 1.6% 1.7% 1.6% 1.6% 0.0%
Open Pit 2.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.7% 2.6%

Plant Recovery
Plant Recovery Cu % 83.9% 83.1% 83.1% 83.1% 83.1% 83.1% 83.1% 83.1% 83.1% 83.1% 83.1% 82.6% 67.0% 63.8%

Cu – Hypogene 83.1% 83.1% 83.1% 83.1% 83.1% 83.1% 83.1% 83.1% 83.1% 83.1% 83.1% 83.1% 83.1% 83.1%
Cu – Supergene 63.8% 63.8% 63.8% 63.8% 63.8% 63.8% 63.8% 63.8% 63.8% 63.8% 63.8% 63.8% 63.8% 63.8%

Plant Recovery Zn % 81.9% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.2% 63.0% 59.0%
Zinc – Hypogene 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7% 82.7%
Zinc –  Supergene 59.0% 59.0% 59.0% 59.0% 59.0% 59.0% 59.0% 59.0% 59.0% 59.0% 59.0% 59.0% 59.0% 59.0%

Target Concentrate Grade
Target Concentrate Grade % 21.0% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8% 19.9% 24.5% 25.5%

Cu –Hypogene 19.8% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8%
Cu – Supergene 25.5% 25.5% 25.5% 25.5% 25.5% 25.5% 25.5% 25.5% 25.5% 25.5% 25.5% 25.5% 25.5% 25.5%

Target Concentrate Grade % 51.0% 52.9% 52.9% 52.9% 52.9% 52.9% 52.9% 52.9% 52.9% 52.9% 52.9% 52.5% 38.0% 35.0%
Zinc – Hypogene 52.9% 52.9% 52.9% 52.9% 52.9% 52.9% 52.9% 52.9% 52.9% 52.9% 52.9% 52.9% 52.9% 52.9%
Zinc – Supergene 35.0% 35.0% 35.0% 35.0% 35.0% 35.0% 35.0% 35.0% 35.0% 35.0% 35.0% 35.0% 35.0% 35.0%

Concentrate Produced
Concentrate Produced – Cu tonnes

Cu – Hypogene  1,062,394  6,922  89,864  112,257  114,396  112,987  114,246  113,375  102,047  91,621  103,113  92,567  9,000  –   
Cu – Supergene  54,193  –    –    –    –    –    –    –    –    –    –    –    53,463  731 

 1,116,587  6,922  89,864  112,257  114,396  112,987  114,246  113,375  102,047  91,621  103,113  92,567  62,462  731 
Concentrate Produced – Zn tonnes

Zn – Hypogene  1,260,421  8,678  103,536  144,551  158,934  141,663  135,499  134,465  125,526  106,250  107,619  85,398  8,303  –   
Zn – Supergene  45,160  –    –    –    –    –    –    –    –    –    –    –    44,507  653 

 1,305,582  8,678  103,536  144,551  158,934  141,663  135,499  134,465  125,526  106,250  107,619  85,398  52,810  653 
Metal Contained in Concentrate
Metal Contained – Cu tonnes

Cu – Hypogene  210,354  1,371  17,793  22,227  22,650  22,371  22,621  22,448  20,205  18,141  20,416  18,328  1,782  –   
Cu – Supergene  13,819  –    –    –    –    –    –    –    –    –    –    –    13,633  186 

 224,173  1,371  17,793  22,227  22,650  22,371  22,621  22,448  20,205  18,141  20,416  18,328  15,415  186 
Metal Contained – Zn tonnes

Zn – Hypogene  666,763  4,591  54,770  76,467  84,076  74,940  71,679  71,132  66,403  56,206  56,930  45,176  4,392  –   
Zn – Supergene  15,806  –    –    –    –    –    –    –    –    –    –    –    15,578  228 

 682,569  4,591  54,770  76,467  84,076  74,940  71,679  71,132  66,403  56,206  56,930  45,176  19,970  228 
Metal Contained in Concentrate %
Copper Equivalent  397,449  2,536  31,697  41,639  43,994  41,396  40,817  40,506  37,062  32,409  34,868  29,797  20,484  244

Source: Author Estimates Based on Published Feasibility Study Data
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Capital Raise Modelling (NB All Workings in Rand)         
Proportional Contribution to Funding of Shareholders – AGAMA and PR will proportionally fund the two Trusts’ contibution to the project.       
       

Shareholding Contribution Equity Responsibility

Orion Share of PCZM 70% 77.8% Orion  1 286 133 333 From Orion Shareholders (incl Cost of Raising)
Community Trust 5% 0.0% PR  353 333 333 From Third Party
Employee Trust 5% 0.0%  1 639 466 667 
Prieska Resources (PR) BEE 20% 22.2%

100% 100.0%
Max Cash Drawdown As Per Model  (4,730,391,231)

+ 10% Margin  (473,039,123)
Total Funding Required (Rounded)  (5,300,000,000)

ZAR

PCZM Needs to Raise  5,300,000,000 100%
Snr Debt  3,180,000,000 60%
Mezzanine Debt  530,000,000 10%
Equity  1,590,000,000 30%

Cost of Equity Raise (Orion’s portion only)  49,466,667 4%
Total Equity Raise  1,639,466,667 

Interest Rate Real Interest Rate

Assume Snr Debt Funding @ Prime + 4% 11% 6.5%
Assume Mezanine Debt Funding @ Prime + 6% 13% 8.5%
Assume “Equity” Debt Funding @ Prime + 8% 15% 10.5%

Debt Schedule FYE June

Assume 1 Apr 2021 Start for Interest Calculation in Capex Y1
01–Apr-21 Jun-21 Jun-22 Jun-23 Jun-24 Jun-25 Jun-26 Jun-27 Jun-28

Principal Capex Y1 Capex Y2 FY1 FY2 FY3 FY4 FY5 FY6

Snr Debt Opening Balance  –    (70,756,879)  (2,094,890,421)  (2,831,848,543)  (1,611,428,698)  –    –    –   
Interest  (3,180,000,000)  –    (4,599,197)  (136,167,877)  (184,070,155)  (104,742,865)  –    –    –   

Mezzanine Debt Opening Balance  –    (530,000,000)  (530,000,000)  (530,000,000)  (530,000,000)  (37,849,715)  –    –   
Interest  (530,000,000)  –    (45,050,000)  (45,050,000)  (45,050,000)  (45,050,000)  (3,217,226)  –    –   

“Equity” Debt Opening Balance  (259,693,229)  (1,639,466,667)  (1,639,466,667)  (1,639,466,667)  (1,639,466,667)  (1,639,466,667)  –    –   
Interest  (1,639,466,667)  (6,723,564)  (172,144,000)  (172,144,000)  (172,144,000)  (172,144,000)  (172,144,000)  –    –   

Total Opening Balance  –    (290,340,877)  (2,545,326,289)  (4,730,391,231)  (3,615,316,045)  (1,460,698,195)  844,885,445  2,576,171,865 
Capex (Project & Sustaining)  (259,693,229)  (1,949 882,669)  (1,719,030,799)  (270,923,979)  (165,579,320)  (216,618,186)  (173,301,149)  (217,432,168)

Sub Total  (259,693,229)  (2,240,223,546)  (4,264,357,088)  (5,001,315,210)  (3,780,895,365)  (1,677,316,382)  671,584,297  2 358 739 697 
Interest Paid  (6,723,564)  (221,793,197)  (353,361,877)  (401,264,155)  (321,936,865)  (175,361,226) – –
Net Operating Cashflow  (23,924,083)  (83,309,545)  (112,672,265)  1,787,263,321  2,642,134,035  2,960,997,244  2,577,865,620  2,542,428,861 
Tax Paid – – – – –  (263,434,192)  (673,278,052)  (650,999,074)

Total Closing Balance  (290,340,877)  (2,545,326,289)  (4,730,391 231)  (3,615 316,045)  (1,460,698,195)  844,885,445  2,576,171,865  4,250,169,484 

Closing Year Debt Balances  Equity  (290,340,877)  (1,639,466,667)  (1,639,466,667)  (1,639,466,667)  (1,460,698,195) – – –
 Mezzanine –  (530,000,000)  (530,000,000)  (530,000,000) – – – –

 Senior –  (375,859,622)  (2,560,924,564)  (1,445,849,378) – – – –
 Total  (290,340,877)  (2,545,326,289)  (4,730,391,231)  (3,615,316,045)  (1,460,698,195) – – –

Source: Author Estimates Based on Published Feasibility Study Data
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Prieska Copper Zinc Project : Financial Profile (ZAR)

YEAR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

SUM 000’s FY 2021 FY 2022 FY 2023 FY 2024 FY 2025 FY 2026 FY 2027 FY 2028

Revenue – Post NSR

Cu – Hypogene  24,603,715,384  160,299,046  2,081,141,145  2,599,722,453  2,649,256,995  2,616,643,620  2,645,800,948 

Cu – Supergene  Rev. Share Cu 56%  1,500,690,184  –    –    –    –    –    –   

Zn – Hypogene  20,321,680,778  139,922,133  1,669,299,280  2,330,581,717  2,562,487,172  2,284,020,800  2,184,635,394 

Zn – Supergene  Rev. Share Zn 44%  371,357,737  –    –    –    –    –    –   

Total Revenue Rate Escalation  46,797,444,083  300,221,179  3,750,440,426  4,930,304,170  5,211,744,168  4,900,664,420  4,830,436,342 

Rail & Freight  (1,154.03) 0%  (2,795,243,647)  (18,003,031)  (223,188,340)  (296,362,183)  (315,429,559)  (293,872,709)  (288,211,975)

 44,002,200,436  ZAR  –    –    282,218,149  3,527,252,086  4,633,941,986  4,896,314,609  4,606,791,711  4,542,224,368 

Mining Costs Rate Escalation

Hypogene – Development 

Costs

 (370.00) 0%  (1,844,450,000)  (114,700,000)  (334,850,000)  (318,200,000)  (138,750,000)  (138,750,000)  (138,750,000)

Hypogene – Mining  Costs  (330.00) 0%  (7,962,529,080)  (49,500,000)  (642,651,900)  (802,788,690)  (818,084,850)  (808,013,910)  (817,017,630)

Supergene –  

Mining & Development 

Costs  (29.00) 0%  (613,727,000)  –    –    –    –    –    –   

Mining, Development & 

Services Cost

 (10,420,706,080)  –    –    (164,200,000)  (977,501,900)  (1,120,988,690)  (956,834,850)  (946,763 910)  (955,767,630)

Processing Costs  (162.00) 0%  (4,090,278,546)  –    –    (24,300,000)  (315,483,660)  (394,096,266)  (401,605,290)  (396,661,374)  (401,081,382)

Operationalised Infrastructure n/a  (1,297,218,131)  (13,124,083)  (61,709,545)  (87,240,895)  (227,863,603)  (252,857,339)  (240,587,112)  (222,181,771)  (191,653,783)

General & Admin 0%  (1,584,000,000)  –    –    (72,000,000)  (144,000,000)  (144,000,000)  (144,000,000)  (144,000,000)  (144,000,000)

Off-Mine Costs 0%  (758,700,000)  (10,800,000)  (21,600,000)  (45,900,000)  (59,400,000)  (59,400,000)  (64,800,000)  (59,400,000)  (54,000,000)

Royalty Payments n/a  (1,911,973,577)  –    –    (1,249,519)  (15,739,602)  (20,465,656)  (127,490,113)  (259,919,036)  (253,292,712)

Total Cash Operating 

Costs

 (20,062,876,334)  ZAR  (23,924,083)  (83,309,545)  (394,890,414)  (1,739,988,765)  (1,991,807,951)  (1,935,317,365)  (2,028,926,091)  (1,999,795,507)

Cash Operating Profit  23,977,124,101  (23,924,083)  (83,309,545)  (112,672,265)  1,787,263,321  2,642,134,035  2,960,997,244  2,577,865,620  2,542,428,861 

Net Interest Expense  ZAR  (6,723,564)  (221,793,197)  (353,361,877)  (401,264,155)  (321,936,865)  (175,361,226)  –    –   

Capital Spend  (4,120,805,427)  (259,693,229)  (1,949,882,669)  (1,707,888,047)  (182,276,949)  –    –    –    –   

Sustaining Capital  (1,510,343,437)  –    –    (11,142,752)  (88,647,030)  (165,579,320)  (216,618,186)  (173,301,149)  (217,432,168)

Net Cashflow Pre–Tax  16,827,734,352  (290,340,877)  (2,254,985,412)  (2,185,064,942)  1,115,075,186  2,154,617,849  2 569,017,832  2,404,564,471  2,324,996,693 

Corporate Tax  (4,682,289,475)  –    –    –    –    –    (263,434,192)  (673,278,052)  (650,999,074)

Net Cashflow Post Tax  12,145,444,878  ZAR  (290,340,877)  (2,254,985,412)  (2,185,064,942)  1,115,075,186  2,154,617,849  2 305,583,641  1,731,286,419  1,673,997,619 

Cumulative Cashflow  (290,340,877)  (2,545,326,289)  (4,730,391,231)  (3,615,316,045)  (1,460,698,195)  844,885,445  2,576,171,865  4,250,169,484 

YEAR 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

SUM 000’s FY 2029 FY 2030 FY 2031 FY 2032 FY 2033 FY 2034 FY 2035 FY 2036

Revenue – Post NSR

Cu – Hypogene  24,603,715,384  2,625,623,573  2,363,286,897  2,121,823,100  2,387,957,406  2,143,741,323  208,418,877  –    –   

Cu – Supergene  Rev. Share Cu 56%  1,500,690,184  –    –    –    –    –    1,480,457,954  20,232,230  –   

Zn – Hypogene  20,321,680,778  2,167,974,954  2,023,843,031  1,713,054,318  1,735,126,114  1,376,873,437  133,862,427  –    –   

Zn – Supergene  Rev. Share Zn 44%  371,357,737  –    –    –    –    –    365,990,963  5,366,774  –   

Total Revenue Rate Escalation  46,797,444,083  4,793,598,527  4,387,129,928  3,834,877,418  4,123,083,520  3,520,614,760  2,188,730,221  25,599,004  –   

Rail & Freight  (1,154.03) 0%  (2,795,243,647)  (286,014,016)  (262,625,019)  (228,347,404)  (243,188,986)  (205,376,910)  (133,027,182)  (1,596,334)  –   

 44,002,200,436  ZAR  4,507,584,511  4,124,504,909  3,606,530,014  3,879,894,534  3,315,237,850  2,055,703,039  24,002,670  –   

Mining Costs Rate Escalation

Hypogene – Development 

Costs

 (370.00) 0%  (1,844,450,000)  (138,750,000)  (133,200,000)  (133,200,000)  (133,200,000)  (122,100,000)  –    –    –   

Hypogene – Mining  Costs  (330.00) 0%  (7,962,529,080)  (810,786,900)  (802,755,690)  (800,817,600)  (811,135,710)  (728,180,970)  (70,795,230)  –    –   

Supergene – Mining & 

Development Costs

 (29.00) 0%  (613,727,000)  –    –    –    –    (248,327,000)  (365,400,000)  –    –   

Mining, Development & 

Services Cost

 (10,420,706,080)  (949,536,900)  (935,955,690)  (934,017,600)  (944,335,710)  (1,098,607,970)  (436,195,230)  –    –   

Processing Costs  (162.00) 0%  (4,090,278,546)  (398,022,660)  (394,080,066)  (393,128,640)  (398,193,894)  (365,570,658)  (205,664,022)  (2,390,634)  –   

Operationalised Infrastructure n/a  (1,297,218,131)  –    –    –    –    –    –    –    –   

General & Admin 0%  (1,584,000,000)  (144,000,000)  (144,000,000)  (144,000,000)  (144,000,000)  (144,000,000)  (72,000,000)  –    –   

Off-Mine Costs 0%  (758,700,000)  (54,000,000)  (54,000,000)  (54,000,000)  (54,000,000)  (43,200,000)  (40,500,000)  (45,900,000)  (37,800,000)

Royalty Payments n/a  (1,911,973,577)  (280,847,242)  (238,125,749)  (187,580,306)  (224,241,273)  (157,640,015)  (145,259,022)  (123,332)  –   

Total Cash Operating 

Costs

 (20,062,876,334)  ZAR  (1,826,406,802)  (1,766,161,505)  (1,712,726,546)  (1,764,770,877)  (1,809,018,643)  (899,618,274)  (48,413,966)  (37,800,000)

Cash Operating Profit  23,977,124,101  2,681,177,709  2,358,343,404  1,893,803,468  2,115,123,657  1,506,219,207  1,156,084,765  (24,411,296)  (37,800,000)

Net Interest Expense  ZAR  –    –    –    –    –    –    –    –   

Capital Spend  (4,120,805,427)  –    –    –    (17,555,610)  (3,508,922)  –    –    –   

Sustaining Capital  (1,510,343,437)  (111,966,512)  (170,177,218)  (166,085,309)  (92,760,939)  (96,632,853)  –    –    –   

Net Cashflow Pre-Tax  16,827,734,352  2,569,211,197  2,188,166,186  1,727,718,159  2,004,807,109  1,406,077,432  1,156,084,765  (24,411,296)  (37,800,000)

Corporate Tax  (4,682,289,475)  (719,379,135)  (612,686,532)  (483,761,084)  (561,345,990)  (393,701,681)  (323,703,734)  –    –   

Net Cashflow Post Tax  12,145,444,878  ZAR  1,849,832,062  1,575,479,654  1,243,957,074  1,443,461,118  1,012,375,751  832,381,031  (24,411,296)  (37,800,000)

Cumulative Cashflow  6,100,001,545  7,675,481,199  8,919,438,273  10,362,899,392  11,375,275,143  12,207,656,174  12,183,244,878  12,145,444,878
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YEAR 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

SUM 000’s FY 2029 FY 2030 FY 2031 FY 2032 FY 2033 FY 2034 FY 2035 FY 2036

Revenue – Post NSR

Cu – Hypogene  2,025,349,324  216,138,288  194,543,037  174,666,018  196,573,885  176,470,300  17,156,800  –    –   

Cu – Supergene  Rev. Share Cu 56%  123,535,076  –    –    –    –    –    121,869,582  1,665,494  –   

Zn – Hypogene  1,672,857,200  178,465,185  166,600,412  141,016,645  142,833,570  113,342,625  11,019,400  –    –   

Zn – Supergene  Rev. Share Zn 44%  30,569,738  –    –    –    –    –    30,127,952  441,787  –   

Total Revenue Rate Escalation  3,852,311,339  394,603,473  361,143,449  315,682,663  339,407,455  289,812,925  180,173,734  2,107,280  –   

Rail & Freight  (95.00) 0%  (230,101,216)  (23,544,342)  (21,618,987)  (18,797,294)  (20,019,035)  (16,906,389)  (10,950,643)  (131,408)  –   

 3,622,210,123  AU$  371,059,131  339,524,462  296,885,369  319,388,420  272,906,536  169,223,091  1,975,872  –   

Mining Costs Rate Escalation

Hypogene – Development 

Costs

 (30.46) 0%  (151,832,986)  (11,421,739)  (10,964,870)  (10,964,870)  (10,964,870)  (10,051,130)  –    –    –   

Hypogene – Mining  Costs  (27.17) 0%  (655,466,162)  (66,743,038)  (66,081,918)  (65,922,376)  (66,771,751)  (59,943,013)  (5,827,781)  –    –   

Supergene – Mining & 

Development Costs

 (2.39) 0%  (50,521,295)  –    –    –    –    (20,441,991)  (30,079,304)  –    –   

Mining, Development & 

Services Cost

 (857,820,443)  (78,164,777)  (77,046,787)  (76,887,246)  (77,736,621)  (90,436,134)  (35,907,086)  –    –   

Processing Costs  (13.34) 0%  (336,706,988)  (32,764,764)  (32,440,214)  (32,361,894)  (32,778,860)  (30,093,353)  (16,930,024)  (196,794)  –   

Operationalised Infrastructure n/a  (106,785,493)  –    –    –    –    –    –    –    –   

General & Admin 0%  (130,393,043)  (11,853,913)  (11,853,913)  (11,853,913)  (11,853,913)  (11,853,913)  (5,926,957)  –    –   

Off-Mine Costs 0%  (62,455,304)  (4,445,217)  (4,445,217)  (4,445,217)  (4,445,217)  (3,556,174)  (3,333,913)  (3,778,435)  (3,111,652)

Royalty Payments n/a  (157,391,448)  (23,119,019)  (19,602,236)  (15,441,393)  (18,459,282)  (12,976,743)  (11,957,554)  (10,153)  –   

Total Cash Operating 

Costs

 (1,651,552,719)  AU$  (150,347,690)  (145,388,367)  (140,989,663)  (145,273,892)  (148,916,317)  (74,055,533)  (3,985,382)  (3,111,652)

Cash Operating Profit  1,973,769,056  220,711,440  194,136,095  155,895,706  174,114,527  123,990,219  95,167,557  (2,009,510)  (3,111,652)

Net Interest Expense  AU$  –    –    –    –    –    –    –    –   

Capital Spend  (339,219,925)  –    –    –    (1,445,157)  (288,850)  –    –    –   

Sustaining Capital  (124,329,721)  (9,216,953)  (14,008,791)  (13,671,950)  (7,635,973)  (7,954,704)  –    –    –   

Net Cashflow Pre-Tax  1,385,239,581  211,494,487  180,127,303  142,223,756  165,033,397  115,746,664  95,167,557  (2,009,510)  (3,111,652)

Corporate Tax  (385,440,641)  (59,218,456)  (50,435,645)  (39,822,652)  (46,209,351)  (32,409,066)  (26,646,916)  –    –   

Net Cashflow Post Tax  999,798,941  AU$  152,276,031  129,691,658  102,401,104  118,824,046  83,337,598  68,520,641  (2,009,510)  (3,111,652)

Cumulative Cashflow  502,145,055  631,836,713  734,237,817  853,061,863  936,399,461  1,004,920,102  1,002,910,593  999,798,941

Prieska Copper Zinc Project : Financial Profile (AUD)

YEAR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

SUM 000’s FY 2021 FY 2022 FY 2023 FY 2024 FY 2025 FY 2026 FY 2027 FY 2028

Revenue – Post NSR

Cu – Hypogene  2,025,349,324  13,195,632  171,317,126  214,006,138  218,083,764  215,399,069  217,799,266 

Cu – Supergene  Rev. Share Cu 56%  123,535,076  –    –    –    –    –    –   

Zn – Hypogene  1,672,857,200  11,518,228  137,414,781  191,850,785  210,940,973  188,017,944  179,836,653 

Zn – Supergene  Rev. Share Zn 44%  30,569,738  –    –    –    –    –    –   

Total Revenue Rate Escalation  3,852,311,339  24,713,859  308,731,907  405,856,923  429,024,737  403,417,013  397,635,919 

Rail & Freight  (95.00) 0%  (230,101,216)  (1,481,989)  (18,372,605)  (24,396,191)  (25,965,796)  (24,191,261)  (23,725,276)

 3,622,210,123  AU$  –    –    23,231,871  290,359,302  381,460,732  403,058,942  379,225,752  373,910,644 

Mining Costs Rate Escalation

Hypogene – Development 

Costs  (30.46) 0%  (151,832,986)  (9,441,971)  (27,564,464)  (26,193,855)  (11,421,739)  (11,421,739)  (11,421,739)

Hypogene – Mining  Costs  (27.17) 0%  (655,466,162)  (4,074,783)  (52,902,359)  (66,084,634)  (67,343,796)  (66,514,768)  (67,255,944)

Supergene – Mining & 

Development Costs  (2.39) 0%  (50,521,295)  –    –    –    –    –    –   

Mining, Development & 

Services Cost  (857,820,443)  –    –    (13,516,754)  (80,466,823)  (92,278,489)  (78,765,535)  (77,936,507)  (78,677,683)

Processing Costs  (13.34) 0%  (336,706,988)  –    –    (2,000,348)  (25,970,249)  (32,441,548)  (33,059,682)  (32,652,704)  (33,016,554)

Operationalised Infrastructure n/a  (106,785,493)  (1,080,359)  (5,079,858)  (7,181,569)  (18,757,468)  (20,814,923)  (19,804,852)  (18,289,746)  (15,776,717)

General & Admin 0%  (130,393,043)  –    –    (5,926,957)  (11,853,913)  (11,853,913)  (11,853,913)  (11,853,913)  (11,853,913)

Off-Mine Costs 0%  (62,455,304)  (889,043)  (1,778,087)  (3,778,435)  (4,889,739)  (4,889,739)  (5,334,261)  (4,889,739)  (4,445,217)

Royalty Payments n/a  (157,391,448)  –    –    (102,859)  (1,295,666)  (1,684,709)  (10,494,838)  (21,396,234)  (20,850,762)

Total Cash Operating Costs (1,651,552,719)  AU$  (1,969,403)  (6,857,945)  (32,506,921)  (143,233,858)  (163,963,321)  (159,313,082)  (167,018 843)  (164,620,847)

Cash Operating Profit  1,973,769,056  (1,969,403)  (6,857,945)  (9,275,050)  147,125,444  217,497,410  243,745,860  212,206,909  209,289,796 

Net Interest Expense  AU$  (553,476)  (18,257,759)  (29,088,340)  (33,031,600)  (26,501,469)  (14,435,533)  –    –   

Capital Spend  (339,219,925)  (21,377,646)  (160,512,081)  (140,591,364)  (15,004,827)  –    –    –    –   

Sustaining Capital  (124,329,721)  –    –    (917,258)  (7,297,321)  (13,630,298)  (17,831,758)  (14,265,950)  (17,898,764)

Net Cashflow Pre-Tax  1,385,239,581  (23,900,524)  (185,627,785)  (179,872,013)  91,791,696  177,365,643  211,478,569  197,940,959  191,391,032 

Corporate Tax  (385,440,641)  –    –    –    –    –    (21,685,597)  (55,423,469)  (53,589,489)

Net Cashflow Post Tax  999,798,941  AU$  (23,900,524)  (185,627,785)  (179,872,013)  91,791,696  177,365,643  189,792,972  142.517.491  137,801,543 

Cumulative Cashflow  (23,900,524)  (209,528,309)  (389,400,322)  (297,608,625)  (120,242,982)  69,549,990  212,067,481  349,869,024 
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DIRECTORS

Denis Waddell 
Chairman

Mark Palmer 
Non-Executive Director

Errol Smart 
Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer

Godfrey Gomwe
Non-Executive Director

Alexander Haller 
Non-Executive Director

Tom Borman
Non-Executive Director

Denis Waddell
Chairman
Denis is a Chartered Accountant with extensive experience in 
the management of exploration and mining companies.  Denis 
founded Tanami Gold NL in 1994 and was involved with the 
Company as Managing Director and then Chairman and Non-
Executive Director until 2012. Prior to founding Tanami Gold 
NL, Denis was the Finance Director of the Metana Minerals NL 
group. During the past 36 years, Denis has gained considerable 
experience in corporate finance and operations management of 
exploration and mining companies.

Errol Smart 
Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer 
Errol is a geologist, registered for JORC purposes. Mr Smart has  
27 years of industry experience across all aspects of exploration, 
mine development and operations with experience in precious 
and base metals. Mr Smart has held positions in Anglogold, Cluff 
Mining, Metallon Gold, Clarity Minerals LionGold Corporation and 
African Stellar Holdings.  Mr Smart’s senior executive roles have 
been on several boards of companies listed on both the TSX and 
ASX and currently serves as a Director on the Board of the Mineral 
Council of South Africa.

Tom Borman
Non-Executive Director
Tom is a highly-experienced global mining executive who served 
more than 11 years working for the BHP Billiton Group in various 
senior managerial roles, including that of chief financial officer. 
He also held senior roles in strategy and business development, 
and served as the project manager for the merger integration 
transaction between BHP Limited and Billiton. After leaving BHP 
Billiton in 2006, Tom joined Warrior Coal Investments, where he 
was part of the executive team which established the portfolio of 
assets which became the Optimum Group of companies.

Godfrey Gomwe
Non-Executive Director
Godfrey is the former chief executive officer of Anglo American 
plc’s Thermal Coal business, where his responsibilities included 
oversight over the company’s manganese interests in the joint 
venture with BHP. Until August 2012, Godfrey was an executive 
director of Anglo American South Africa, prior to which he held 
the positions finance director and chief operating officer. He was 
also chairman and chief executive of Anglo American Zimbabwe 
Limited and served on a number of Anglo American  executive 
committees and operating boards, including Kumba Iron Ore, 
Anglo American Platinum, Highveld Steel & Vanadium and Mondi 
South Africa.

Alexander Haller
Non-Executive Director
Alexander is a partner of Zachary Capital Management, providing 
advisory services to several private investment companies, 
including Silja Investment Ltd, focusing on principal investment 
activities. From 2001 to 2007 Alexander worked in the corporate 
finance division at JP Morgan Chase & Co. in the USA, as an 
advisor on mergers and acquisitions, and financing, in both equity 
and debt capital markets. 

Mark Palmer 
Non-Executive Director 
Mark has 13 years of experience working with entities in Australia, 
including eight years with Dominion Mining. He previously worked 
with NM Rothschild & Sons Limited for the London mining 
project as part of the finance team where he was responsible for 
assessing mining projects globally. 
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He later moved to the investment banking team at UBS, where his 
focus was global mergers and acquisitions, and equity and debt 
financing. He also ran the EMEA mining team at UBS, later joining 
Tembo Capital in 2015 as investment director. 

Errol Smart 
Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer 
Errol is a geologist, registered for JORC purposes. He has some  
25 years of industry experience across all aspects of exploration, 
mine development and operation, with a key focus on gold and 
base metals throughout Africa and in Australia. Errol has held 
positions in African Stellar, LionGold Corporation, Clarity Minerals, 
Metallon Gold, Cluff Mining and AngloGold. 

Walter Shamu 
Chief Operating Officer
Walter is a mining engineer with a BEng (Mining Engineering) and 
a Masters in Engineering (Rock Mechanics) from Curtin University 
as well as an LLB (Law) from Macquarie University in Australia. 
He spent 12 years in the Australasian mining industry with Henry 
Walker Eltin, Western Mining and Gold Fields before moving to 
South Africa, where he has held technical and corporate roles with 
Gold Fields, ERG and Taurus Gold on exploration projects, mine 
development and mining operations throughout Africa. 

Martin Bouwmeester
Chief Financial Officer and Company Secretary
Martin is an FCPA highly experienced in exploration, mine 
development and operations. He was previously the chief financial 
officer, business development manager and company secretary 
of Perseverance Corporation Limited. Martin was a key member 
of the team that successfully completed feasibility studies, funding 
and development of the Fosterville Gold Mine in Australia. 

Michelle Jenkins 
Executive: Finance and Administration
Michelle is both a geologist and a chartered accountant with over  
20 years’ experience in exploration and mining. She holds 
an Honours Degree in Geology from the University of the 
Witwatersrand and BSc Hons in Accounting Science from the 
University of South Africa. Michelle has substantial experience 
working as a geologist prior to joining KPMG’s mining group as 
a chartered accountant. She was also the chief financial officer 
at Taurus Gold and held the role of chief financial officer with 
several exploration and mining companies throughout Africa. She 
is currently an Independent Non-Executive Director of Kumba Iron 
Ore. She was previously a director within the Clarity Capital Group 
and an executive director of Pangea Exploration. Michelle offers a 
wealth of knowledge in resource risk management and mitigation 
as well as strategic leadership and has been involved in operating 
resources ventures. 

Louw van Schalkwyk
Executive: Exploration
Louw holds a BSc Geology Honours degree from the University 
of Stellenbosch. He started his career as a geologist with Gold 
Fields of South Africa, then worked as an exploration consultant 
for Anglo American. He served as technical director on the boards 
of two junior exploration companies before joining Vedanta Zinc 
International. Louw specialises in structural and exploration 
geology and was part of the team that discovered the 60 Mt 
Gamsberg East Zinc Deposit in 2005, which is one of the 
highlights of his career. Other notable achievements include the 
discovery and drill out of the 250,000oz Byumba Gold deposit in 
Rwanda in 2008. 

Walter Shamu 
Chief Operating Officer

Martin Bouwmeester 
Chief Financial Officer and Company Secretary

Errol Smart 
Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer

Michelle Jenkins 
Executive: Finance and Administration

Louw van Schalkwyk 
Executive: Exploration
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Nelson Mosiapoa 
Group Corporate Social Responsibility Adviser 
Nelson studied chemical engineering at the Cape Peninsula 
University of Technology. As an advanced policy scholar of 
science and technology, he served on the policy unit of the 
governing party in South Africa prior to the first democratic 
elections. His professional career started at Sasol Petroleum 
as a gasification process controller and then a learner official at 
Anglo American/De Beers. He is also the founder and trustee 
of the Mosiapoa Family Trust, a private and investment equity 
company in the resources sector with assets featured on the 
JSE.

Marcus Birch
Commercial and Business Support Manager
Marcus holds a BSc Honours Geology degree from the University 
of Exeter and a BCom from the University of South Africa. 
He has over 25 years’ experience in the mining and minerals 
exploration industry, initially as a geologist in the South African 
gold mining sector. Marcus subsequently moved into the field of 
procurement and supply chain with Anglo Gold Ashanti, where 
he led a team of commodity specialists. During the last decade, 
Marcus has held senior general management positions in the 
junior exploration sector, with Clarity Minerals and High Power 
Exploration, responsible for the establishment and growth 
of minerals service companies and the management of the 
logistical aspect of exploration projects across Africa, Australia 
and South America.

Pieter Roux 
Group Financial Controller
Pieter holds a BCom (Management Accounting) and DipICIMA. 
He has 17 years’ experience in finance team leadership and 
management in mining and exploration in Cote d’ivoire, Mali, 
Burkina Faso, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Namibia and South Africa.  
Pieter has implemented and operated real-time web-based 
financial control systems for companies across the African 
continent. He has also developed various funding models, 
applied for fund raising, budgeting and operational control 
purposes. Most recently, Pieter has worked with Taurus Gold 
as group financial controller, providing leadership within the 
finance team and management reporting for the Taurus Gold 
Group. Prior to that he was the finance unit manager for Evraz 
Highveld & Vanadium’s Mapochs Mine and group management 
accountant for Clarity Capital Group.
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Marcus Birch 
Commercial and Business Support Manager

Nelson Mosiapoa 
Group Corporate Social Responsibility Advisor

Pieter Roux 
Group Financial Controller
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DISCLOSURE AND DISCLAIMER

The author has been commissioned to prepare this research 
report (“Report”) and will receive fees for its preparation. 

Orion has provided the author with information about its 
current activities. While the information contained in this 
publication has been prepared with all reasonable care from 
sources that the author believes are reliable, no responsibility 
or liability is accepted by the author for any errors, omissions or 
misstatements however caused. 

In the event that updated or additional information is issued by 
Orion subsequent to this publication, the author is under no 
obligation to provide further research unless commissioned to 
do so. Any opinions, forecasts or recommendations reflects 
the judgment and assumptions of the author as at the date of 
publication and may change without notice. The author and 
Orion, their officers, agents and employees exclude all liability 
whatsoever, in negligence or otherwise, for any loss or damage 
relating to this Report to the full extent permitted by law. 

Any opinion contained in the Report is unsolicited general 
information only. Neither the author nor Orion is aware that any 
recipient intends to rely on this Report or of the manner in which 
a recipient intends to use it. In preparing this information, it is not 
possible to take into consideration the investment objectives, 
financial situation or particular needs of any individual recipient. 
Investors should accordingly obtain individual financial advice 
from their investment advisor to determine whether opinions or 
recommendations (if any) contained in this Report are appropriate 
to their investment objectives, financial situation or particular 
needs before acting on such opinions or recommendations. 

This Report is not intended for any person(s) who is resident 
of any country in which the publication or dissemination of this 
Report may constitute a contravention of its laws. 

The author has not and will not receive, whether directly or 
indirectly, any commission, fee, benefit or advantage, whether 
pecuniary or otherwise in connection with making any particular 
statements and/or recommendation (if any), contained in this 
Report. The author discloses that from time to time it or its 
officers, employees and related bodies corporate may have an 
interest in the securities, directly or indirectly, which are the subject 
of this Report and may buy or sell securities in the companies 
mentioned in this Report; may affect transactions which may not 
be consistent with the statements and/or recommendations (if 
any) in this Report;; and/or may perform paid services for the 
companies that are the subject of this Report. However, under 
no circumstances has the author been influenced, either directly 
or indirectly, in making any statements and/or recommendations 
(if any) contained in this Report. 
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